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 Following their loss in World War I, Germans experienced tremendous social, political, 
and economic turmoil. Their humiliation was further exacerbated by the loss of their colonies 
and the stationing of between 25,000 and 40,000 African and Asian French colonial soldiers in 
the Rhineland.1 In response, Germany mobilized a propagandistic newspaper campaign (referred 
to as the “Black Shame,” or Schwarze Schmach am Rhein), spreading anti-Black racist 
stereotypes in public dialogue by characterizing these Black troops as dangerous, primitive, and 
driven by an uncontrollable sexual instinct.2 Employing both scientific and colonial discourses of 
racial parity, Germany instilled a moral panic rooted in the condemnation of racial 
miscegenation. Later, German media and social policy would fixate on the offspring of colonial 
troops and German women, labeled “Rhineland Bastards” or Rheinlandbastarde, depicting them 
as a tangible threat to the purity of the German nation and a lasting reminder of Germany’s 
humiliation under occupation.  
 Though many different nations weighed in on the “Black Shame,” there is a lack of 
research surrounding the United States’ perception thereof. Although a 1921 report conducted by 
 
1 Iris Wigger, “‘Black Shame’—the campaign against ‘racial degeneration’ and female degradation in interwar 
Europe,” Institute of Race Relations 51, no. 3 (2010): 35, doi:10.1177/0306396809354444. 
2 In Other Germans, Tina Campt demonstrates that regardless of whether the soldiers stemmed 
from North Africa, East Africa or Asia, they were all referred to as “Black.” 
 iv 
the U.S. Department of State3 noted that Germany exaggerated the accounts of violence by 
French colonial troops for the purpose of anti-Black racist propaganda, American media had 
relied on similar “brutish” caricatures of the Black male to maintain racial hierarchies following 
emancipation. Additionally, scientific and legal institutions in the U.S. continued to target and 
demonize Black male sexuality throughout the twentieth century. Though the United States may 
have presented itself on the global stage as the beacon of liberty and democracy, and thus 
condemned Germany for its “antiquated” treatment of Black Germans, anti-Black racism had 
been instilled in all American institutions since the country’s conception. Therefore, my thesis 
seeks to uncover the ways in which American race ideology, discourse, and policy may have 
influenced or simply aligned with Germany’s anti-Black racist campaigns during the early to 
mid-twentieth century. I intend to conduct side-by-side analyses of German and American anti-
miscegenation laws and propaganda, focusing on the compulsory sterilization of “Rhineland 
Bastards” under the Third Reich and the attempted “regulation” of Black male sexuality through 
official means – the U.S. Public Health Service’s (USPHS) Tuskegee Syphilis Study – and 
unofficial means, like the terror of lynch mobs.
 
3 “Colored Troops in the French Army: A report from the Department of State relating to the 
colored troops in the French army and the number of French colonial troops in the occupied 
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Accounts detailing the atrocities committed by the Nazi party too often overlook their 
persecution of the Black German community. Even less often is the course of anti-Black racism 
in Germany detailed from its origins in the German Empire’s colonial endeavors through the 
Third Reich. In this thesis, I draw widely on the work of scholars like Tina Campt, Iris Wigger, 
Fatima El-Tayeb, Kathleen Reich, and Clarence Lusane to add to the academic discourse 
regarding Blackness in Germany. I contribute to the dialogue by adding an element of my own: I 
seek to evaluate the parallels between America and Germany’s quests to contain Blackness, and 
specifically Black male sexuality. Incorporating scientific rhetoric put forth by anti-abolitionists 
and eugenicists, I analyze the ways in which the moral panic surrounding the presence of Black 
communities in Germany and America alike invoked “medical” and “anthropological” 
discourses of race, racial difference, miscegenation, and freedom. In putting forth scientific 
arguments, both the United States and Germany sought to dehumanize and “other” Black 
communities.  
 My thesis traces the origins of anti-Black racism within each country, providing a 
comprehensive overview of pivotal events in American and German movements to contain 
Blackness, and therefore enforce a strict racial hierarchy, one purportedly grounded in nature and 
biology. The first chapter focuses on Weimar Germany’s Black Shame campaign. To preface the 
chapter, I provide a detailed background of German colonial fantasies and the subsequent 
colonizing endeavors made prior to WWI, as the movement to obtain territories was central to 







background will allow for a more comprehensive understanding of German anxiety surrounding 
race and nation following the loss of their colonies and its eventual culmination into the 
ubiquitous propaganda campaign that was the Black Shame. In providing visual analyses of 
propaganda central to the campaign, I allow the reader insight into the various ways media and 
culture bolstered anti-Black racist stereotypes in Germany around this time.  
The second chapter examines the continued development of anti-Black racism under 
Nazism. The Black Shame campaign did not altogether dissolve following the regime transition, 
but rather ushered in a new era of persecution for Black Germans. This chapter therefore outlines 
the ways in which the campaign persisted by labeling “Rhineland Bastards” (a derogatory term 
describing children of the occupation era) as the new antagonists within German society. As I 
demonstrate, efforts by National Socialists to sterilize these individuals reinforced and reformed 
the discourse of Black male sexuality as perverse and, therefore, a threat to the purity of the 
German nation.  
The following chapter outlines the conception of scientific racism in the United States. In 
addition to dissecting a variety of “scientific” literature of the time, I draw on visual 
manifestations of racist ideologies, concentrating in particular on D.W. Griffith’s 1915 film The 
Birth of a Nation and its glorification of white supremacy. In correspondence, I employ  
the United States Public Health Service’s Tuskegee Syphilis to evaluate the nuanced ways in 
which authoritative figures sought to mobilize and ground anti-Black racism in all realms of life. 
The combined application of these sources reveals the depth of systemic racism within the 
United States’ history.  
In the final chapter, I attempt to put these histories into dialogue with one another by 







racism. I argue that Germany and the United States took parallel steps to ‘other’ Black members 
of the community, whether it be through labor models, science and medicine, or entertainment. I 
then pose the question: “In what ways might German and American anti-Black racism be in 
conversation with one another?” I hope to prompt the reader to consider the existing paradoxes 
within the self-held views of the United States and Germany in regard to their country’s legacy 
of anti-Black racism.  
My thesis will be comparative in nature, analyzing and illuminating the ways in which 
Western forces rely on one another to promote or justify social discourses and ideologies. In 
terms of methodology, I draw on visual sources, primarily anti-Black racist film and newspaper 
propaganda, to provide an in-depth examination of the pervasive ways in which institutional 
racism came to be reflected in cultural media representations. I apply an intersectional 
framework, focusing on themes of sexuality, race, and nation, in an attempt to uncover the 









THE “BLACK SHAME” CAMPAIGN: 
DISCOURSES OF RACE AND SEX IN A HUMILIATED GERMANY
 
 
In the year 1919, France stationed between 25,000 and 40,000 African and Asian colonial 
soldiers in the German Rhineland, a condition of the Treaty of Versailles.4 Still recovering from 
their humiliating defeat in the First World War, the German government reacted with an anti-
Black racist propaganda campaign (referred to as the “Black Shame,” or Schwarze Schmach am 
Rhein) which sought to warn the German Volk of the “threat” posed by these foreign intruders by 
way of spreading stereotypes in public dialogue. In addition to being “discriminated against and 
targeted as a racially primitive and alien threat in the ‘heart of Europe,’” the Black colonial 
troops were depicted as dangerous and driven by an uncontrollable sexual instinct.5 Employing 
both scientific and colonial discourses of racial inequality, Germany instilled a moral panic 
rooted in the condemnation of racial miscegenation.  
While the Black Shame campaign would create a dangerous foundation of German 
conceptions of Blackness to be revisited under Adolf Hitler’s Third Reich, the roots of anti-
Black racism in German society do not lie in the post-World War I era. Rather, Germany’s 
colonial endeavors in Africa beginning in the 1870s can be understood as the origin point of anti-
Black nationalist and racist discourses in Germany. Tina M. Campt coins the phrase “echoing 
specters of racial mixture,” to refer to the perceived threats of racial endangerment to the German 
 
4 Iris Wigger, “‘Black Shame’—the campaign against ‘racial degeneration’ and female degradation in interwar 
Europe,” Institute of Race Relations 51, no. 3 (2010): 35. 
 







race that have been repeatedly formed and reformed—or, “echoed”—over the course of German 
history. According to Campt: “These echoes of a dangerous specter posed by a Black German 
population link the very different historical events of each of these periods and demonstrate the 
resilience of the perceived threat of racial mixture throughout.”6 In this sense, the German 
understanding of Blackness has been constructed over the course of centuries through both 
domestic encounters and interactions within its former colonies.7 
 In this chapter, I will present an overview of the Black Shame campaign and the events 
leading up to this moral panic, specifically Germany’s involvement in Africa’s colonization. 
Providing insight into the political restrictions and social attitudes surrounding German colonial 
subjects—both in the colonies and in Germany—allows for a greater understanding of the 
propagandistic campaign that was so successful as to receive international recognition. Then, in 
analyzing the pervasiveness of the Black Shame campaign within a variety of social 
institutions—citizenship, marriage, media—I draw on Campt’s argument to contend that German 
anti-Black racism throughout the twentieth century must be understood as symptomatic of 
Germany’s previous relationships with its African colonial subjects and the humiliating loss of 
these colonies following World War I. In conducting visual analyses of anti-Black racist 
propaganda, I provide a supplemental layer of analysis to Campt’s thesis. Additionally, my 
chapter has a particular focus on the stereotype deployed in German society of the Black male as 
hypersexual. Lastly, I include an overview of the international resonances of the Black Shame, 
 
6 Tina M. Campt, “Converging Specters of an Other Within: Race and Gender in Pre-1945 Afro-German History,” 
in Not So Plain as Black and White: Afro-German Culture and History, 1890-2000, ed. Patricia M. Mazón, Reinhild 
Steingröver, and Russell A. Berman (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2005a), 85.  
 







primarily in the United States, to demonstrate the ways in which Western forces engaged in 
dialogue to cultivate an unbounded anti-Black racist rhetoric. 
 
 
German Colonial Endeavors  
Prompted by the Industrial Revolution, European powers desired to expand their presence 
within the global arena. The competition among England, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal, 
Holland, and Belgium for the 
acquisition of African territories—
known as “The Scramble for 
Africa”—culminated in the Berlin 
Conference of 1884-1885.8 Colonial 
narratives of betterment and 
modernization justified the vast 
takeover of African peoples, lands, and resources. Specifically, it was understood that colonized 
subjects were “immature” and “child-like” and therefore in need of “cultivation and 
enlightenment.”9 
Although Germany never boasted a colonial agenda quite so extensive as its neighbors, in 
the decades preceding the First World War the German government successfully acquired four 
colonies in Africa—Cameroon, Togoland, German Southwest Africa (Namibia), and German 
 
8 Clarence Lusane, Hitler’s Black Victims: The Historical Experiences of European Blacks, Africans and African 
Americans During the Nazi Era (New York: Routledge, 2003), 39.  
 
9 Susanne Zantop, Colonial Fantasies: Conquest, Family, and Nation in Precolonial Germany, 1770-1870 (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1997): 6.  
 
Figure 1: The German Empire's colonies in 1914. Image reproduced 







East Africa (Tanzania, Burundi, and Rwanda)—in addition to a handful of dispersed islands in 
the Pacific and the conceded territory of Kiautschou (Tsingtao) in Northern China, amounting to 
approximately 11 million Africans under German rule.10 Despite its narrow colonial presence 
relative to other powers, Susanne Zantop contends that “it was precisely the lack of actual 
colonialism that created a pervasive desire for colonial possessions and a sense of entitlement to 
such possessions in the minds of many Germans.”11 In turn, Germany developed a unique 
colonial world of its own.  
In her chapter “Racially Mixed Marriages in Colonial Namibia,” Kathleen J. Reich 
outlines the policy developments made in German-ruled Namibia from 1884 to 1915, citing in 
particular the concern in regard to Rassenmischehen, or racially mixed marriages between 
German colonial settlers and indigenous women. In the eyes of the German government, racial 
mixing posed a danger to “white male superiority.”12 Additionally, it was purported that the 
offspring of racially mixed couples would inherit the negative characteristics of both races. 
German emphasis was of course placed on the inferior traits of the African race, whose genetics 
were thought to carry a predisposition towards undesirable traits such as laziness, uncleanliness, 
alcoholism, promiscuity, dishonesty, and a heightened susceptibility to venereal disease.13 Here, 
it is crucial to note the history within German intellectualism to boast an intrinsic relationship 
between “race” and “blood.” On this note, Fatima El-Tayeb writes: “Ein Tropfen genügte, die 
 
10 Daniel Steinbach, “The End of Germany’s Colonial Empire,” The Historical Association 134 (2017): 30-33; 
Lusane 2003, 40. 
11 Zantop 1997, 7. 
 
12 Kathleen J. Reich, “Racially Mixed Marriages in Colonial Namibia,” in Crosscurrents: African Americans, 
Africa, and Germany in the Modern World, ed. David McBride, Leroy Hopkins, and C. Aisha Blackshire-Belay 
(Columbia: Camden House, 1998), 159.  
 








≫weiße Rasse≪ zu vergiften.”14 In other words, just one drop of nonwhite blood threatened to 
desecrate the entire white race, effectively making racial miscegenation the ultimate sin.15  
Following the logic above, racial mixing within Germany’s territories provided a channel 
for unfavorable traits associated with “uncivilized” colonial subjects to be reproduced and 
perpetuated. As a result, it was thought that the colonies themselves would come to inhabit a 
lower level of civilization, which would ultimately debase the value of the Reich as a “culture 
bearer.”16 Further, if German men were to take up residence with African women and their 
children (known as Mischlings), this would greatly undermine the control of the German colonial 
administration.17 In other words, lending any legitimacy to this family unit endangered the 
authority of white supremacy and the German colonial institutions that depended on it. The 
fundamental fear, then, manifested in the idea that the colonial populations could experience an 
ethnic divergence so different from the Germans in the “homeland,” that Germany would be 
forced to forfeit its colonies and peoples.18 Put simply, Germans recognized racial infiltration as 
a danger not only in Germany, but within the colonies as well.  
While the government did not welcome “commingling” in the early colonizing years, 
Germany began implementing a variety of formal efforts in the 1890s to combat racial 
miscegenation in the colonies. Perhaps the least effective among these was the introduction of 
German women into the colonies. On a more bureaucratic level, Governor von Lindequist of 
 
14 Fatima El-Tayeb, Schwarze Deutsche: Der Diskurs um ≫Rasse≪ und nationale Identitat 1890-1933 (Frankfurt 
am Main and New York: Campus, 2001), 152.  
 
15 Fatima El-Tayeb, “‘Blood Is a Very Special Juice’*: Racialized Bodies and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century 
Germany,” International Review of Social History 44 (1999): 149. 
16 Reich 1998, 160.  
 
17 Reich 1998, 160.  
 








Southwest Africa issued a decree banning marriage between Germans and African women in 
1905.19 Other territories followed this lead: East Africa outlawed interracial marriage in 1906, 
Cameroon instituted a law annulling mixed marriages in 1907, Togo banned mixed marriages in 
1908, and Samoa implemented a similar ordinance in 1912.20 While relations among races did 
not cease to exist as a result, these unions were not legally recognized by the state. Not 
surprisingly then, African women involved with German settlers and their mixed-race children 
were denied German citizenship status and forbidden from acquiring German names, as this 
would symbolize an “entry into the German national body” and therefore endanger “the 
boundaries of racial difference around and in relation to which Germanness was intrinsically 
constituted.”21 As relations persisted, the German government took up action against the German 
men involved, implementing extreme measures such as disenfranchisement and the withdrawal 
of civil rights.22  
Despite the seemingly uniform implementation of marriage bans across the German 
colonies, nuances did exist. In the case of Samoa, Evelyn Wareham contends that this history 
“must both be incorporated into the broader tapestry of the empire’s history and also be treated 
as separate and unique.”23 Notably, mixed marriage was treated differently in German Samoa 
than in Germany’s African territories, as natives of Samoa were seen as less distant from 
Europeans on the racial hierarchy.24 In fact, Governor of German Samoa Wilhelm Solf declared:  
 
19 Reich 1998, 160; Campt 2005, 90.  
20 Lusane 2003, 41.  
 
21 Campt 2005a, 92; Lusane 2003, 41. 
 
22 Lusane 2003, 41.  
 
23 Evelyn Wareham, Race and Realpolitik: The Politics of Colonisation in German Samoa (Frankfurt am Main: 
Peter Lang GmbH, 2002), 15. 
 







The darker the colour of the skin of the inferior race, the more the physical 
resistance which the white man has to overcome to perform the crossing and to 
acknowledge the children issuing therefrom. The colour of the Polynesians 
seldom fills the white man with disgust…25 
 
As such, German colonial administrators in Samoa placed an emphasis on the cultural aspects of 
race, in turn lessening the attention given to genetic inheritance as a determiner of race. With the 
proper education and social milieu, it was understood that natives of German Samoa and their 
mixed-race children could be elevated to a level of “Europeanness.”26 With this cultural training 
and their lighter skin tone, Governor Solf went so far as to propose that these mixed-race 
children could be taken for natives of southern European countries. And while colonial 
administrators did not endorse mixed marriages, these cultural criteria sometimes acted to allow 
some flexibility in the legislation.27  
Upon examining these marriage and citizenship laws, it is important to note the German 
tradition of conforming to the jus sanguinis principle, or the notion that “nationality is not 
connected to place of birth or culture but rather to a ‘national essence’ that is somehow 
incorporated in the subject’s blood.”28 In this respect, the efforts by the German colonial 
government to preserve the German race through the restriction of racially mixed marriages 
reveals citizenship and race as not immutable, but rather as socially and politically constructed 
categories. Here, a paradox presents itself: In discrediting mixed marriages on the basis of 
biological notions of race and in assigning “whiteness” to some children of these marriages while 
denying it to others, the German government contradicts its essentialist position which contends 
 
 
25 Wareham 2002, 133.  
26 Wareham 2002, 129; 135. 
 
27 Wareham 2002, 141. 
 







that the white race is inherently superior yet susceptible to demise by foreign blood. This 
contradiction will reappear throughout the course of my thesis, exposing the German tendency to 
promote race as biological and innate, while simultaneously constructing and reconstructing the 
physical and mental attributes associated with certain racial classifications.  
How did German colonialism interact with—and inform—racial ideologies in German 
society? Zantop’s provocative analysis of German colonialism asserts that the conquest was 
based in fantasy—particularly, a sexual desire along with a desire for power and control. Though 
considered fantasy—a word often associated with that which is fictious—these desires allowed 
insight into the German nation’s “political unconscious.” In this sense then, these so-called 
fantasies translated into a public discourse, one with the ability to “propel a collective political 
action,” namely the colonization of an “Other” and the subsequent ideology linking race and 
progress.29 Zantop asserts that fantasies allowed for a collective “national identity,” leading to 
“not just a ‘family’ of likeminded readers, but the illusion that when it came to colonial 
expansion, the nation was driven, like an individual, by one will, one desire.”30 In other words, in 
contrasting themselves with their colonized subjects—the “perceived racial, sexual, ethnic, or 
national characteristics of others”—Germans were able to effectively construct a national and 
racial identity of their own that would persist throughout time periods and across political 
regimes.31 
At the end of the nineteenth century, German colonial subjects were no longer contained 
within the borders of the colonies themselves, as Africans increasingly visited German towns and 
 
29 Zantop 1997, 4.  
 
30 Zantop 1997, 4.  
 







cities. Questions of citizenship, race, and power proved even more complex upon the migration 
of African colonial subjects to Germany. While those visiting were almost exclusively members 
of an elite class—most often children of Duala (Cameroon) leaders, religious figures, or 
successful traders—this status did not transfer to Germany. Common occupations taken up by 
Africans traveling to Germany included personal servants to colonial officials, missionaries, 
performers and subjects in ethnological exhibitions (as will be discussed in the following 
chapters), and language teachers. A significant portion migrated to acquire a German education 
or assume an apprenticeship.32 Once colonial subjects had completed their task in Germany, they 
were expected to return to their homeland so as not to allow for a permanent Black presence in 
Germany.33  
Though the metropolitan experience may have seemed attractive to Black visitors, 
adapting to German society proved difficult for many. Those visiting faced financial and health 
challenges once in Germany. Additionally, the racial hierarchy enforced in the colonies did not 
cease to exist in Germany. In fact, migration to Germany was often proposed as part of the 
colonial agenda. Namely, colonial authorities viewed education and training as a channel through 
which to create “amenable, dependent and loyal colonial subjects rather than highly educated 
free-thinking individuals who might question the Germans’ right to rule.”34 However, when it 
became clear that experiences in Germany were not producing the subservient subjects that the 
colonial administration had hoped for, new regulations took hold in 1910. Specifically, the 
 
32 Robbie Aitken and Eve Rosenhaft, Black Germany: The Making and Unmaking of a Diaspora Community, 1884-
1960 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013): 23. 
 
33 Aitken and Rosenhaft 2013, 30; 37.  
 








government imposed fixed limits on the duration of stays and African visitors were placed under 
strict supervision upon their arrival to Germany.35 Further, visitors did not receive the status of 
German citizens but were rather recognized as German colonial subjects by law. Beyond this, a 
statement made on behalf of the Pan German Association in 1917 urged for the government to 
enforce a ban on the entrance of people from the colonies into Germany altogether: “The soil of 
the Reich shall be kept clean: therefore we will not tolerate any colored people here, even if they 
come from our own colonies.”36 The situation was further complicated following the loss of 
World War I and the subsequent order for Germany to surrender its colonies. No longer 
considered colonial subjects, those visiting Germany became stateless.37  
Stateless and without a passport, it became virtually impossible for African visitors to 
return to their home continent. Previous colonial and metropolitan authorities had sought to 
isolate African visitors. However, once stateless and therefore presented with the prospect of 
taking up residence in Germany, it became increasingly imperative for previous colonial subjects 
to ground themselves in German society. Visitors from the colonies were therefore not lone 
individuals, but rather “clusters of people who could build on relationships they brought with 
them from home to develop new networks.”38 This construction of social networks would allow 
for many “visitors” to more easily establish roots in Germany, ultimately obstructing the German 
ability to prohibit a permanent Black presence in Germany. 
 
 
35 Aitken and Rosenhaft 2013, 42; 62.  
36 Tobias Nagl, “Louis Brody and the Black Presence in German Film Before 1945,” in Not So Plain as Black and 
White: Afro-German Culture and History, 1890-2000, ed. Patricia M. Mazón, Reinhild Steingröver, and Russell A. 
Berman (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2005), 118.  
 
37 El-Tayeb 2001.  
 









The Black Shame Campaign 
The ratification of the Treaty of Versailles on June 28, 1919 presented conditions to 
Germany perhaps more humiliating than the loss of World War I. The ordered occupation of 
areas of Germany by the Allied forces threatened Germany’s already debased social status on the 
global stage. Reeling from the loss of its overseas territories, Germany no longer boasted a ripe 
colonial agenda—the German government ceased to exercise power over an “uncivilized” 
culture. Rather, the roles quite literally had quite been inverted, as the French government placed 
between 25,000 and 40,000 non-white colonial troops (primarily from Tunisia, Morocco, 
Madagascar, Algeria, and Senegal) along the river Rhine.39  
The Black Shame campaign captured public attention in the spring of 1920 following an 
incident in Frankfurt in which Moroccan troops opened fire on German protestors. This 
prompted a diverse range of organizations—spanning from trade unionist and women’s 
organizations, Catholic and Protestant churches, to the German Colonial Society (deutsche 
Kolonialgesellschaft)—to join in the opposition movement.40 Protest resolutions, boasting tens of 
thousands of signatures, evidenced the widespread politization of the campaign. Anti-Black 
racist propaganda in the form of novels, pamphlets, newspaper and magazine illustrations 
proliferated both within Germany and abroad. Indeed, translated copies of such pamphlets could 
be found in English, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Dutch, and Esperanto.41 Why were 
 
39 Iris Wigger, The ‘Black Horror on the Rhine’: Intersections of Race, Nation, Gender and Class in 1920s Germany 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan UK, 2018).  
 
40 Wigger 2018, 4-5. 
 







non-Germans invested in this foreign issue? As will become clear, Germany advertised the Black 
Shame as a threat not just to their own nation, but to the entire white race, thus making the 
occupation a problem not exclusive to Germans, but to the broader Western world. 
Representations of the Black Shame were not limited to the realm of literature; tales of 
“The Black Peril in Germany” proliferated in songs, poems, and even on commemorative coins, 
stamps, and token money. Commentary additionally occupied radio channels and theatre 
scripts.42 In its ability to infiltrate a variety of social and political spheres, both domestically and 
internationally, the Black Shame campaign must be understood as “a powerful ideology of 
racialized social inclusion through exclusion, underlying a negative form of societalisation—in 
this case, a mode of social integration based on the degradation and social exclusion of ‘black 
troops’ as racialised ‘Others.’”43 At its roots, the campaign began as an attempt by Germany to 
expose France as a traitor of the racial status quo, which was a long-held consensus among 
Western colonial forces that they inhabited a higher order than, and were therefore superior to, 
colonized peoples.44 What resulted, however, was a moral panic based in anti-Black racism and 
the construction of a new racialized rhetoric that would permeate borders and persist long after 
the removal of the last French colonial troops.  
On the surface, Germany’s resentment targeted the French government, condemning the 
stationing of colonial troops as “an act of violent French rule (Gewaltherrschaft).”45 The 
subsequent campaign mobilized by the German government would seek to denounce the French 
 
42 Wigger 2018, 6. 
 
43 Wigger 2018, 6.  
 
44 Wigger 2018, 13.  
 







further for undermining “white domination” in tasking “primitive” black troops to watch a 
“white nation.”46 However, in the process of rendering the French government the source of 
conflict, the French colonial troops rather became the object of Germany’s contempt. While the 
French indirectly threatened the white body politic, the Black soldiers directly disrupted the 
racial hierarchy thought to be inherent in society with their presence in the Rhineland. Indeed, 
Campt analyzes the ways in which the occupation disturbed previous racial hierarchies. She 
writes, “The dichotomy implicitly set up within this discourse opposed Germany as a white, 
civilized Kulturvolk to Blacks as an uncivilized or primitive Naturvolk characterized by 
savagery, unbridled passions, appetites, and instincts.”47 In this sense, the origin of the 
campaign’s name is understood to be derived from the shameful act of racial miscegenation and 
the subsequent threat posed to the German Volk. On a symbolic level, however, the title of the 
“Black Shame” may also be understood to connote the internalized shame felt by German society 
resulting from the destabilization of the racial hierarchy previously established under 
colonialism.   
Racial mixture had long posed “an imagined threat to the German nation, to German 
identity, and by implication, to the purity and survival of the white race.”48 With the occupation, 
this threat was no longer imagined. Whereas the German government had possessed the authority 
to stifle racial miscegenation with colonial subjects during its imperialist reign, colonial troops 
now represented a palpable threat within the boundaries of the German nation—one over which 
the German government had little direct influence. Therefore, opposition to the occupation was 
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largely founded on the racial implications of stationing colonial troops to supervise a white 
population. According to Campt, the presence of such troops directly violated an implicit racial 
division, a sacred boundary whose primary task was to distinguish the Kulturträger—bearer of 
culture—from the Erziehungsobjekt—the civilizing object.49 What was at stake then, was much 
greater than the defilement of German society: The stationing of African troops in the Rhineland 
had the potential to desecrate the white race, and subsequently the entire occidental culture.50 
Other critics of the occupation went even further, citing adverse effects of on both races. In 
particular, Miss Ray Beveridge, an American journalist once employed by the German embassy 
in Washington and an outspoken proponent of her German-sympathetic views, asserted: “The 
morals of the black as well as the white races are being undermined.”51 She continued: “The use 
of black troops in Europe is not a French problem, not a German problem—it is international, 
and the consequences will be felt in all countries.”52 This incited threat, along with the robust 
propaganda campaign, allowed for Germany’s situation to gain international attention.  
While the latent fear of occupation rested in the inverted racial hierarchy, the notion that 
these troops posed a dire threat to German women and girls acted to obscure the underlying 
nationalist and racial objections. In disseminating stereotypes about the French Black troops as 
dangerous in their unheeded sexual prowess, Germany grasped a tangible narrative upon which 
to mobilize widespread opposition to their Black occupiers. Specifically, several cases were 
brought against the Black colonial soldier, labeling him as “infectious, instinctual, uncivilized, 
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and most notably, insatiable and uncontrollable” on the basis of sexual misconduct against 
German women.53 A July 1921 entry in the Hamburger Nachrichten reads: 
Now the Negro…is not only being brought to Europe, not only being used in 
battle in a white country; he is systematically being trained to desire that which 
was formerly unreachable for him—the white woman! He is being urged and 
driven to besmirch defenseless women and girls with his tuberculous and 
syphilitic stench, wrench them into his stinking apish arms and abuse them in the 
most unthinkable ways! He is being taught that […] he can do anything his animal 
instincts even remotely demand, without the slightest restraint…54 
 
In this sense, the white female body provided a channel through which to illustrate the violation 
of racial boundaries. On a metaphorical level, the widespread reports of rape of German women 
by Black colonial soldiers embodied a “rape of the German body,” or the feared destruction of 
the white race by way of racial miscegenation.55  
As mentioned earlier, the supposed threat faced by white women—and thus, the German 
Volk—was widely mobilized in German society 
through the dissemination of propaganda in a variety 
of forms. Media depictions of the Schwarze 
Schmach am Rhein most commonly contained a 
desperate and virginal German woman contrasted by 
a brutish predator. For example, one image 
published in a 1920 issue of the German newspaper 
Kladderadatsch caricatures a black colonial soldier 
gripping a despondent, porcelain-skinned woman. 
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Figure 2: Der schwarze Terror in deutschen 
Landen, Berlin, 30 May 1920, in Kladderadatsch 








The soldier—quite literally depicted as a barbarous primate—bares his teeth as he lumbers on all 
fours. Between his exaggerated facial features, the dark fur covering his body, and his primal 
build, the caricatured French colonial soldier embodies the racist stereotypes of the Black 
African as savage and animal-like. Meanwhile, the woman held captive by the ape flaunts silky 
white skin and long, flowing locks. This combination of gleaming white skin paired with the 
musculature in the classic proportions evoke visions of Greek classical sculpture, highlighting 
the purity and enlightenment of the West in contrast to the “backwards” African continent.  
In addition to illustrations such as the one above, German society experienced exposure 
to racist illustrations depicting the imagined threat of the Black Shame on everyday household 
items. Notably, a collection of nine colored postage stamps 
depicted Der Schrecken am Rhein.56 Of the nine stamps, there 
are two in particular which closely relate to the themes discussed 
in my research. The first, a stamp with the title Die 
Negerbestialität (“Negro bestiality”) and the subtitle Von 
schwarzen Tieren vergewaltigt (“raped by black animals”), 
depicts a white woman, her mouth gagged and head bloody, 
lying in front of her weeping mother. Behind the women looms 
the figure of a Black man. Similar to the previous depiction, the 
slain woman appears pure, virginal, and innocent, as indicated 
by her white undergarments and neat braid. In this way, she effectively becomes the center of 
attention against the dark background. This is in stark contrast to the implied predator, a Black 
man of considerable physical stature whose dark skin and trench coat blend in with the obscured 
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Figure 3: 
Briefverschlußmarkenbogen ‘Der 
Schrecken am Rhein. Mit neun 
farbigen Briefverschlußmarken und 
einem Vorwort von Dr. Ritter.’ 
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background. With his hands in his pockets, he looks on unapologetically. While the woman’s 
features that are visible appear petite, his are rather large and caricatured. Can the woman be 
considered at the center of the scene? And if so, why not focus on the perpetrator of the crime to 
incite fear? In placing the Black man among the dark background rather than at the forefront, the 
illustration implies an impending threat to white Western culture. Lurking in the shadows, the 
Black “villain” looks on as German society crumbles. Instead of emphasizing the cause of public 
horror—the Black colonial soldier—the illustration’s focus on the battered white woman 
emphasizes the effect of the presence of Blackness in Germany, providing a sinister glimpse into 
Germany’s imminent future.  
The second stamp in the collection that I will call attention acts to depict “Die Negerpest” 
(the Negro plague) by illustrating a “Verseuchte Mutter m. Mischlingskind” (contaminated 
mother with mixed child). The mother of the child appears exhausted, poor, and despondent, as 
inferred by her sunken cheeks, downturned lips, taut yet wrinkled 
skin, and tattered clothing. She holds a mixed-race child in her 
arms, whose skin is a dark shade of black and whose features, 
despite being a young child, seem to have already developed into 
the exaggerated features used to connote African origins. The 
imagery, which is quite striking, conveys a common narrative 
deployed by the German state: mixed-race children are not only a 
burden to their immediate family, but to society as a whole. It is 
made clear by the mother’s impoverished appearance that she and 
her child are a strain on the German state’s reputation and 
resources. Unlike other stamps in the collection, this particular depiction does not cast the 
Figure 4: 
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German woman as a direct victim of the Black colonial soldier. In contrast to the prior stamp 
portraying the virtuous and virginal young woman, the mother’s hair is not long and elegant but 
tied back. Further, instead of a white gown, she dawns a frayed black shall. Through this 
unfavorable sketch, the mother is therefore cast as a victim of her own choices to engage with a 
racial outsider and bear a mixed-race child, and she must suffer the consequences.  
A coin designed by Karl Goetz in 1920 provides another representation of the Black 
colonial soldier. Wigger observes of the coin:  
It portrays the “Watch on the Rhine” through the racist, disfigured face of an 
African soldier who is made the representative of French ideals through the words 
Liberté, Égalité and Fraternité placed below his neck. The reverse side of the coin 
shows under the caption “the Black Shame” a naked white woman who is bound 
to a huge upright phallus. A helmet on its peak, identical to the colonial soldiers’ 
helmet on the front, leaves no doubt whose sexual organ is here stylised to the 
stake of the white woman.57 
 
From Wigger’s description, we can deduce that this German commemorative coin highlights a 
system in which the Germans are not the dominant force. The etching of the French words 
“equality, liberty, fraternity” on the coin’s surface is a 
brazen mockery of the French value system. From the 
coin’s two images, we detect not an air of concession, but 
an air of anxiety. On the one side, the coin acts as a means 
of representation of the anxiety surrounding the 
conquering of German women by colonial soliders who 
are depicted as grotesque and primitive on the coin’s 
frontside. In reducing the Black soldier to the male sexual 
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organ, the Black soldier comes to symbolize not only a political and military force, but a sexual 
threat.  
 Important to note in regard to this coin’s iconography as well as the other illustrations of 
the Black Shame for which I have provided analyses is the clear pornographic imagery acting to 
proliferate the fear of Black male sexuality. In all three visual depictions including a Black man 
and a white woman, the woman is bound, restrained, or incapacitated by her perpetrator. Another 
commonality, the woman is consistently either naked or wearing a delicate white garment. 
Motifs of blood, gags, and ties contrast the pure imagery of the woman’s feminine, flowing hair 
and her simple dress. But why proliferate such provocative and pornographic imagery in which 
German women are the subjects of abuse? It is my understanding that the erotic nature of the 
propaganda acted to proliferate the stereotype of the “Black brute” whose sexual impulses 
threatened the purity of the German woman. If the primary audience for these images was the 
white German man, we can imagine that such symbolism—the theft and defilement of ‘their’ 
women by a racially ‘primitive’ outsider—invoked a complex mixture of emotions: anxiety, 
anger, and titillation perhaps. Such heightened responses to obscene representations effectively 
enhanced the moral panic surrounding the stationing of Black soldiers in the Rhineland.   
 White women were also the target of such propaganda, whose secondary function acted 
to invoke a profound fear of the Black men. In this context, the images of rape acted to frighten 
white women, prompting them to avoid fraternizing with Black men at all costs. Images 
depicting destitute mothers with their mixed-race children also acted to warn white women, 
portraying such a position as the ultimate shame. Heightened responses to these obscene 
representations effectively enhanced the moral panic surrounding the stationing of Black soldiers 







While the campaign was undeniably successful in gaining attention on the global stage, to 
what extent were the reports of violence and sexual misconduct accurate? In a newspaper article 
written by the African American writer and educator Alain Locke, he notes: “If one would 
believe the German pamphlets and posters, France is maintaining and abetting an army of black 
rapists in the heart of a civilized, self-respecting people.”58 The German press continually 
exaggerated facts for the sake of a sensational news story. A statement by the German foreign 
minister declared that France had “transplanted 50,000 black and colored troops to the heart of 
white Europe,” while the reality was that such troops numbered far fewer.59 One report by Ray 
Beveridge paid particular attention to the tax children of these sexual encounters would place on 
German society, falsely claiming “60 percent of children who owe their lives to the French 
occupation are born with syphilis.”60 In reality, however, “sexual crimes of colonial soldiers 
were single, isolated cases, rather than, as propagated in the campaign, a large-scale phenomenon 
and problem.”61  
 
Reception of the Black Shame in the United States 
As globalization grew rapidly throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, global 
powers had the increasing ability to engage in international discourses and observe the 
sociopolitical happenings within other countries. In other words, with the expanding global 
landscape, social and political regimes came to situate their own histories in relation to others. In 
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the case of the United States, during the time that Germany was experiencing its occupation by 
French African troops, the United States was likewise experiencing a tumultuous racial 
landscape.62 Precisely, American society in the first decades of the twentieth century was marked 
with such events as the release of D.W. Griffith’s seminal film The Birth of a Nation (as will be 
later discussed) and the subsequent revival of the Ku Klux Klan, as well as the rise of race riots 
in several urban centers. For this reason, W. Wilson Woods, Jr. seeks to evaluate the extent to 
which America’s history of anti-Black racism and racial overtones at the time affected 
perceptions of the Black Shame campaign in the United States. More specifically, he asks in 
what ways might racial violence in the United States have affected American reporting on the 
events in Germany?63 Before entertaining this inquiry, it is important to first provide an idea of 
the different reactions by American officials and citizens to the stationing of French troops on 
the Rhine.  
As protests surrounding the Black Shame began appearing in the United States, 
communication increased between the United States government and the American embassy in 
Paris.64 As a result of this communication, the Department of State conducted an investigation 
into the French colonial troops and their treatment of Germans. The findings were summarized in 
a 1921 document titled “Colored Troops in the French Army.” The report found that over the 
course of the occupation there were 66 cases of “actual or alleged rape, sodomy, or similar 
offenses reported to French officials.”65 Upon observing the troops, Locke described them as 
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“merry, smart, and sober.”66 Likewise, the State Department’s report wrote: “The impression 
gained from contact with and observation of the French colonial troops is that, as a general rule, 
they are quiet, orderly, and well behaved.”67 Ultimately, the Department found the cited 
infringements by French colonial troops to be inspired by wartime animosity and thus waged as 
sensational tools in the German propaganda campaign against the French occupying forces.68 
However, this is not to say that American officials did not oppose the stationing of French troops 
on the Rhine. In fact, the use of French colonial troops resulted in heighted “anger” and 
“revulsion” among many white Americans, as well as an increased pressure by American and 
British partners to withdraw their Black troops.69 In this sense, perhaps the Black Shame served 
an even more covert purpose for occupied Germany: to divide the Allied forces, or as Woods, Jr. 
suggests, “to undercut the Rhineland occupation by setting ally against ally.”70  
Although the State Department found claims of violence to be largely unsubstantiated 
and American periodicals retained an overall objective lens in spite of the story’s sensational 
nature, the Black Shame (and its accompanying anti-French and anti-Black sentiments) came to 
occupy a place within American society.71 Namely, American citizens involved themselves in 
boycotting the stationing of African troops in Germany, as exemplified by the protest held in 
Madison Square Garden on February 28, 1921 and its crowd of 12,000 people.72 Perhaps most 
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prominent among the voices of dissent was that of the aforementioned Ray Beveridge. 
Beveridge’s articles and calls to action consistently sympathized with the occupied Germans and 
conversely condemned the French and their colonial troops.  
Beveridge’s accounts of the Black Shame in Germany often incorporated personal 
experiences with German subjects of occupation, reiterating stories of the rape of women of all 
demographics at the hands of Black troops. One article features the story of an older woman who 
had been assaulted by a soldier and his bayonet: “I spoke to another woman, the elderly 
respectable wife of a workman. She was a frail, weak little person and was walking with her little 
five-year-old son from one village to another.”73 Here, Beveridge’s chosen adjectives 
(respectable, frail, weak) and the included imagery of the woman’s young son act to signal the 
woman’s innocence and virtue as a caregiver. Additionally, it is interesting to note that 
Beveridge describes the woman as elderly, allowing her to instill a fear within all women, 
regardless of their age. In other words, Beveridge warned that no woman was exempt from the 
physical and sexual threat of the colonial troops. In the same column, Beveridge shares the 
details of a woman of higher social standing, the wife of the mayor of a village, and her 
encounter with occupying forces: “…a big German woman, was attacked by a black man in 
broad daylight in the center of her own village.”74 Providing this account in combination with the 
one above, Beveridge reiterates that all German women—regardless of age, class, social status, 
physical stature—ought to fear the violent nature of the Black soldiers in the Rhineland.  
In another instance, Beveridge is reported to have directed the following statement at 
German men: “Your weapons have been taken from you, but there still remains a rope and a tree. 
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Take the natural arms which our men in the South resort to: lynch!...”75 This haunting declaration 
is a pointed example of the dialogue sparked between anti-Black German and American racists 
by the events on the Rhine. Beveridge suggests that the Germans borrow a uniquely American 
act to combat the terror of Black men, emphasizing the simplicity associated lynching (“there 
still remains a rope and a tree”). And, in fact, at this time lynching remained an active practice in 
American society.76 In an ironic projection, Beveridge goes so far as to equate the occupation of  
Germans by colonial troops to slavery, exclaiming: “Is it not awful to think of this slavery?”77 
However, this is in contrast to yet another one of Beveridge’s statements, in which she expresses 
“sympathy” for the Black occupying forces on the Rhine: “But to be frank with you, I feel almost 
as sorry for the poor uncivilized blackmen, who, too, are suffering under these terrible 
conditions. These poor wretches cannot insult the white. Only an equal can insult one.”78 In this 
proclamation, Beveridge seems to pity the Black soldiers, though not because of the widespread 
racism afflicting them. Rather, her condescending language implies a sympathy grounded only in 
the inability of these Black troops to recognize their inferior position within society.   
 Overall, Woods, Jr. contends that America’s own systems of racism provided a ripe 
environment for Germany’s situation to garner attention. The Black Shame sparked an “intense” 
and “violent” reaction from white Americans, who balked at the idea of “armed black men 
serving as an occupying force within a white population.”79 In this sense, American racism 
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allowed for the sensational news story abroad to deeply infiltrate the media and minds of 
American people. Whether or not government officials in the United States denounced the Black 
Shame as a fallacy, the campaign ultimately was unabridged by American involvement in the 
issue, as evidenced by the prolific construction of a racial enemy—the Black male—that would 
persist within Germany, eventually becoming so embedded within the social fabric as to allow 
for the mass systematic sterilization and persecution of Black individuals under the Third Reich. 
 
Conclusion 
The Black Shame campaign can be understood as a physical manifestation of Germany’s 
anxiety with regard to its deteriorating social reputation on the global stage. Analyzing the 
campaign allows for an understanding of its racist and nationalist foundations predicated on the 
colonial mission. Germany constructed a narrative within which it painted itself as an “innocent 
victim of a racial conspiracy/pollution that would ultimately unite it in victimhood with its 
former enemies—in the process, recasting defeat as heroic martyrdom.”80 This narrative would 
persist within the decades to come, forming and reforming to fit the fascist agenda of the Third 
Reich.  
 







 “RHINELAND BASTARDS:” 
LASTING LEGACIES OF FRENCH OCCUPATION IN GERMANY
 
 An article published in Volk und Welt: Das deutsche Monatssbuch on February 8, 1935 
titled “Farbiges Blut im Rheinland” (“Colored Blood in the Rhineland”) read: 
Many a German may never have stopped to consider the fact that, in Rhineland 
alone, there are six hundred offspring of black soldiers from the period of 
occupation. Siamese, Senegalese niggers, and Moroccans are the fathers of these 
wretched mongrel waifs, most of whom will have to be raised as wards of the 
state in youth homes and clinics and will thus burden the Volk with expenditures 
for their care.81 
 
Although the Black Shame campaign dissipated prior to the installment of the National Socialist 
Party (NSDAP) in 1933, its consequences would persist under the authoritarian regime. Labeled 
“Rhineland Bastards” (Rheinlandbastarde), the children resulting from the relations between 
Black colonial soldiers and German women were seen as representing “the lasting legacy of 
occupation,” and thus regarded as a concrete embodiment of the post-wartime defeat and 
humiliation experienced by the German population under watch by French colonial troops.82 The 
image of the “Rhineland Bastard”—specifically their permanence within German society—
would reinvoke German conceptions of racial purity parallel to, or perhaps even more extreme 
than, those mobilized under the Black Shame. On this note, Campt writes: “The danger they 
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posed surpassed that of the Black troops, for as German citizens whose presence in the country 
was in no way temporary, the children presented a more far-reaching threat.”83  
Throughout this chapter, I will analyze discourses of anti-Black racism as they 
transitioned from the Weimar Republic to the Third Reich. By first focusing on Hitler’s nostalgia 
for Germany’s imperialist endeavors and his attempted revival of German colonialism, I seek to 
uncover the ways in which German ideologies of race and nation reinvented themselves to 
bolster a fascist agenda. This will provide background context for my later discussion of the 
resurgence of eugenics in Nazi Germany and the subsequent Racial Hygiene Movement. With 
this foundation, I will outline how anti-Black racism functioned as an aspect of fascism in Nazi 
Germany. Specifically, I will ask the question: How was the supposed threat of the “Rhineland 
Bastard” manipulated to shape anti-Black racist policies under an authoritarian regime? In 
detailing the Nazi campaign to sterilize mixed-raced German citizens, I will analyze the ways in 
which Blackness was once again deployed in society (though under a different type of political 
regime) to condemn racial miscegenation, and thus reinforce nationalist conceptions of racial 
purity. 
 
Colonial Nostalgia in the Third Reich 
 In his 1934 speech to German women, the Nazi physician Walter Gross employed motifs 
of race, blood, soul, and life to call for the reconstruction of Germany’s downtrodden society. He 
recited:  
We know well enough that each person lives a double life. The first is the one he 
lives between birth and death. We are to do as much as we can to make this life 
rich, to accomplish that which is good and beautiful, to use our strengths and gifts 
for others. That is the duty of the individual. But as a person you are something 
 







more: you are a link in the chain of life, a drop in the great bloodstream of your 
people.84 
 
Here, it becomes clear that Gross believes not only in the idea of a German race of people united 
by their shared blood; he goes so far as to suggest that the German racial identity persists after 
the material life. The Aryan race is united by their blood, and beyond that, by their soul. This 
proclamation made by Gross is one repeated by Nazi officials and their followers to reinforce the 
notion of a natural order, grounded not only in biology but in divinity as well.      
While the Nazi party exploited themes of race and blood to so great an extent that it 
would form the basis of their political campaign, these notions were not new to German society. 
To revisit the concept of jus sanguinis discussed in the previous chapter, Germans have a history 
of upholding the notion of a German “spirit” based not in a shared nationality or culture, but in a 
shared blood. According to El-Tayeb then, German ideas of “race” and “blood”—read “white 
blood”—are independent of regime-type, as evidenced by their persistence over the course of 
four political systems throughout the twentieth century.85 Indeed, the protection of German blood 
was certainly emphasized throughout Germany’s colonial rule and served as the basis behind the 
attacks on mixed marriages in the colonies.86  
 Given his thirst for power and emphasis on a “natural” racial hierarchy, it is not 
surprising that Germany’s previous colonialist agenda appeared attractive to Hitler. Because of 
this, former colonial administrators and police, as well as Pan-German organizations and colonial 
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clubs, “easily found a home within the NSDAP.”87 In fact, the National Socialist Party 
established a Reich Colonial Office mirroring the German Colonial Association of the Weimar 
era. Enamored by the idea of extending German influence, Hitler would eventually expand his 
devised conquest of Central and Eastern Europe to include the geostrategic region of 
Mittelafrika, conceived of in the 1890s. Nazi interest in African territories primarily rested on 
their abundant resources, which Hitler alleged would be a considerable asset to the German 
economy.88 But it was not only Hitler’s concept of Lebensraum and its notions of expansionism 
and exploitation that evoked prior colonialist sentiment; the NSDAP’s motives paralleled those 
of colonial Germany’s in many ways. The racial ideologies that flourished as a part of the 
colonialist agenda were of particular interest to the Nazi party. Namely, immigration bans for 
non-Germans enacted by the NSDAP sought to afford German citizenship exclusively to those 
with “German blood.” Further, the indictment of racial miscegenation paralleled marriage laws 
in the German colonies and stood at the center of Nazi policy, as evidenced by the Reich and 
Prussian Ministry of Interior’s 1933 order annulling and forbidding mixed marriages.89 In this 
sense, the bulk of the sociopolitical ideologies that comprised Nazism were reminiscent of ideas 
proliferated by German colonial administrators. Colonial discourses of racial inequality and Nazi 
ideologies of an essential German blood and spirit found a palpable converging point within the 
Racial Hygiene Movement.  
 
The Racial Hygiene Movement in Nazi Germany 
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Coined in 1907 by Sir Frances Galton and inspired by the research of his cousin Charles 
Darwin,90 the term “eugenics” was taken to mean the “reduction of society and human relations 
to biologicalism leading to determinant outcomes in intelligence, behavior, and overall human 
characteristics.”91 Galton’s eugenics was not a new idea, however, as German Alfred Ploetz had 
previously conceived of the term Rassenhygiene (racial hygiene). Though the advent of these 
ideologies promoting selective breeding practices preceded the Third Reich by several decades, 
they would be revived under the NSDAP with a particular emphasis on race.  
The uniquely German fear of the “degeneration” of their race and the Nazi fixation on a 
German body politic allowed for the Racial Hygiene Movement of the nineteenth century to gain 
considerable popularity in the twentieth century. Precisely, both the NSDAP and the Racial 
Hygiene Movement sought to propagate a “racially pure” nation under the notion that “the 
existence of people with a mixed heritage undermined the dogma of the different races being 
clearly separable and actually mutually exclusive.”92 It therefore comes as no surprise that the 
movement’s staunch position on racial mixing—namely, that it risked blurring the strict 
boundaries of this “natural” racial order—appeared attractive to the National Socialist party. In 
Lusane’s words: “Once the biological (and immutable) racial foundation was set by nature, then 
state support and popular participation could assist science in its goal to simultaneously 
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successfully breed and progressively weed the correct and desirable racial configuration.”93 It 
was under this argument that the Nazi party would come to justify its systematic disposal of 
those who did not fit within the German body politic.  
In an effort to proliferate the ideas of racial purity embedded within Rassenhygiene, the 
NSDAP took extensive steps to provide spaces for these discourses to thrive. Specifically, the 
National Socialist state prioritized the continued construction of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of 
Anthropology, Human Heredity, and Eugenics (Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institut für Anthropologie, 
menschliche Erblehre und Eugenik, KWI), a research institution that had been founded in 1927 
but whose development stalled as a result of inadequate finances under the Weimar 
government.94 Under Eugene Fischer’s direction, a German anthropologist widely recognized for 
his study of “Rehoboth Bastards”95 in Southwest Africa, the KWI employed a network of leading 
eugenicists to help run the institution. Notably, Wolgang Abel, an SS anthropologist credited 
with spearheading the sterilization campaigns under German colonial rule, assumed the head 
position of the Institute’s Department on Race.96 Indeed, the NSDAP sought to entwine the 
science of eugenics with Nazi legislation, as further exemplified by the Reich Ministry of the 
Interior’s 1933 establishment of the Expert Committee on Questions of Population and Racial 
Policy (Sachverständigenbeirat für Bevölkerungs und Rassenpolitik), whose makeup consisted of 
leading race scientists Alfred Ploetz, Ernst Rüdin, and Hans F.K. Günther.97 The influence of the 
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Kaiser Wilhelm Institute proved indispensable to the proliferation of the Racial Hygiene 
Movement. It can thus be argued that the scientific and colonialist discourses embedded within 
the Racial Hygiene Movement together with the Black Shame campaign created a foundation for 
the sterilization of Black bodies to later take place. In contending that only certain individuals 
were racially fit, and therefore deserving of social benefits and services, the Racial Hygiene 
Movement under NSDAP direction authorized—if not endorsed—the compulsory sterilizations 
of “inferior” races.98  
 
Compulsory Sterilization of the “Rhineland Bastards”  
 While German society deployed similar anti-Black racist stereotypes throughout the 
periods of colonialism and occupation, the “Rhineland Bastard” proved unique in that it was the 
“first representation of a domestic, German-born Black native.”99 As an identifiable “threat 
within the boundaries of the German nation,” the need to eject such impure blood to prevent 
further “contamination” of German society was dire.100 In a sense, Nazi party officials felt they 
were “working against a biological clock,” trying to prevent children of the occupation from 
reproducing as they began entering puberty in the mid-1930s.101 Therefore, in its application to 
the occupation children, referred to as Besatzungkinder by the NSDAP, popularized notions of 
racial hygiene aided in the development a specific plan to address the distinct presence of 
Blackness in Germany.  
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Discourses of racial hygiene disseminated the misconception of mixed-race offspring as 
mentally and physically inferior. An argument first put forth in Fischer’s “Rehoboth Bastards” 
study, these individuals were said to have inherited the negative qualities of both “parent-races,” 
and thus to possess an innate criminal drive and heightened susceptibility to mental illness.102 In 
particular, children born as a result of the occupation were cited as inheriting a plethora of 
“psychopathic symptoms” from their colonial soldier fathers, such as nail biting, nightmares, and 
speech disorders.103 As such, Nazism outlawed racial miscegenation not only on a moral basis, 
but as a public health risk. The NSDAP thus justified such inhumane treatment among the public 
by noting the toll these offspring had on the resources of the state. In one speech, Gross 
recounted the story of a “mentally ill Negro” whose 16 years of treatment in a Berlin facility cost 
the state 26,000 marks. He exhorted: “Twenty-six thousand marks were thrown away on a life 
that had no meaning. Twenty-six thousand marks that could have been used to prepare a dozen 
strong, healthy, and gifted children for a life and a job.”104 Why, argued the NSDAP, should the 
state allocate its resources to individuals that were seemingly inferior and unfit, when those 
resources could be used to bolster the white German race and proliferate the strength of the Nazi 
party? As the above quote suggests, the Nazi party used both racist and ableist arguments to 
justify their acts. In fact, Nazi sterilization program would begin by targeting those with 
disabilities.  
At the forefront of the arguments citing mixed-race children as mentally and physically 
unfit was the repeated association of Blackness with diseases (e.g., tuberculosis), and more 
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precisely, sexually transmitted diseases. Just as sexuality played a critical role in the movement 
to condemn Black colonial troops, similar arguments were leveled against children of these 
soldiers. Campt writes: “As part of the deployment of the ‘Rhineland Bastard,’ the children of 
the Black soldiers were also depicted as carriers of the infectious disease of their fathers…”105 
Syphilis was perhaps the most common disease cited, supporting the anti-Black racist stereotype 
of an uncontrollable sexual drive. There was evident pressure to address the “question of the 
‘Rhineland Bastards’” before they reached childbearing age.106 Hitler’s minister of agriculture 
Richard-Walther Darre, a Rhineland native, demanded sterilization “of all mulattoes with whom 
we were saddled by the black Shame at the Rhine,” and warned if measures were not carried out 
within the next two years, that “hundreds of years later this racial deterioration will still be 
felt.”107 Statutes forbidding the sexual mingling between races had proved ineffective in 
preventing racial mixture, as evidenced by the mixed-race children from the occupation. Thus, in 
order to “guarantee that the generation of Black German children living under National 
Socialism would be the last,” the NSDAP proposed a number of government solutions, each one 
more extreme than the last.108  
 An initial proposal suggested that Black children of the occupation era be sent to Africa. 
This was not feasible, however, as Germany no longer possessed its colonies. Additionally, 
policymakers expected the proposal to be met with resistance from the children’s mothers.109 As 
a second resort, administrators began evaluating the idea of sterilization. Sterilization would 
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inevitably present obstacles—most pointedly, mothers would surely not consent to their 
children’s sterilization. Beyond this, there would be pushback if these practices were revealed to 
other international actors. The possibility of these consequences did not intimidate the National 
Socialists however, whose widespread support from the community of race scientists would 
result in a sequence of sterilization initiatives over the course of their reign.110 
 Sterilization was not a concept exclusive to Nazism. In fact, sterilization bills had been 
introduced before the Prussian legislature as early as 1903, and again before the Reichstag in 
1907 and 1925.111 Established in 1905 under the guidance of Ploetz, the Society of Racial 
Hygiene (Gesellschaft für Rassenhygiene) began experimenting with sterilization in 1919 with 
the goal of “eliminating racial diseases.” A few years later in 1921, however, the Society 
proposed an extensive eugenics program, one which opposed compulsory sterilization.112 In 
1927, a recommendation by an official of the Bavarian Ministry of the Interior to sterilize the 
mixed-race Rhineland children received dismissal at the Reich level, due to the “demoralizing” 
effects these sterilizations would have on the German mothers.113 But this opposition would not 
last. 
 As Nazism gained a foothold in German society, race hygiene and sterilization became 
increasingly ingrained in public policy. At the 1931 conference of National Socialist Pharmacists 
and Physicians, there was a proposed motion to nurture the Aryan population, tolerate the near-
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Aryan, and sterilize the “lowest, most unfit, and non-Aryan sector.”114 On July 14, 1933, the Law 
for the Prevention of Genetically Defective Progeny (Gesetz zur Verhütung erbkranken 
Nachwuchses) passed under the pretense that it would “stop the spreading of so-called negative 
and impure hereditary diseases and illnesses.”115 As a function of the law, medical professionals 
reported individuals to a network of Hereditary Health Courts across Germany. Within the court, 
a jurist and two physicians evaluated the situation and generated a decision regarding 
sterilization. Under the guise of science and policy, the initial sterilization law provided a legal 
justification for what would become an extensive euthanasia program. Within three years of the 
law’s enactment, an estimated 225,000 sterilizations were carried out. Between the years 1934-
1945, an estimated 300,000-400,000 sterilizations occurred, though this does not account for the 
innumerable illegal procedures carried out in secret.116 
It is crucial to note that the 1933 law did not allow for sterilizations to occur solely on the 
basis of race. However, its emphasis on hereditary illness provided a limited basis for the 
elimination of Black Germans, as race hygiene theorists linked physical inferiority and mental 
illness with miscegenation. Lusane notes that “…the Nazis were aware that they had to rewrite or 
amend the law, create a new law, or operate outside their own regulation,” and the nature of Nazi 
legislation thus found the law to be easily amendable.117 Indeed, the law’s parameters would be 
extended in 1939 beyond the physically and mentally disabled to include Roma and Sinti 
peoples, as well as those of African and Jewish descent.118 But until this amendment, the Nazi 
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regime chose to simply carry out the sterilizations of mixed-raced children in secret, 
substantiating such violations by citing “parental consent.”119 
As seen above with the trajectory of the sterilization law, Nazi policy was 
characteristically vague. This elasticity was especially commonplace for Nazi racial legislation 
and served a strategic function. Namely, laws could be broadened rather seamlessly to 
incorporate other groups of people within the regime’s oppressive grips. So, just as the Nazi 
party left room for interpretation within their legislative drafting, the very subjects of these 
writings also remained fluid and easily subject to change. Campt thus posits that the social 
categories constructed by the Nazi regime did not act as “monolithic sites of power” and the 
treatment of one such social group specifically—Afro-Germans—“directs our attention to their 
flexibility as dynamic conduits through which power was exercised and configured in complex 
and differential ways.”120 To paraphrase, the social categorization of Black Germans served a 
purpose to the NSDAP: the social and political treatment of this group created a channel through 
which the Nazi party deliberately could form, renovate, and reinforce their authority to bolster 
their ongoing agenda. The flexibility of both legislation and social groupings aided in Nazism’s 
meticulous saturation of fascism within German society.   
On March 11, 1935, nearly two years following the 1933 law’s passing, members from 
the Expert Committee on Questions of Population and Racial Policy convened to address the 
presence of Black German children in Nazi Germany. It appears as though all Black children 
were targeted regardless of their father’s nationality, so long as he had been an occupation 
soldier in Rhineland.121 As a result of this meeting, the committee conceived of a secret 
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operation that would ultimately sterilize at least 385 Rhineland children in the areas surrounding 
Bonn and Cologne—specifically, Coblenz, Ludwigshafen, and Wiesbaden—from 1935 to 
1937.122  The Nazis effectively seized the authoritative action that previously had been afforded 
to medical professionals and court officials under the 1933 law and transferred this power to the 
Gestapo, the Nazis’ secret police. Within the Gestapo, the Special Commission No. 3 was 
created, whose duty was to “locate, identify, and implement ‘the discrete sterilization of the 
Rhineland bastards.”123 The process of sterilization began with Hitler’s race experts collecting 
data on the so-called Mischlinge. Once identified, the Gestapo forcibly removed individuals from 
their homes, often coercing a signature from the children’s parents or guardians consenting to the 
removal. Individuals were then tried before a special commission, which would almost certainly 
provide grounds for sterilization. Following a series of “scientific” examinations, officials 
produced a report urging for sterilization on the basis of alleged “undesirable” or “foreign” racial 
features.124 After the procedure was carried out at nearby clinic or medical facility, the “patient” 
was obliged to carry a certificate confirming their infertility.  
In the documentary film Black Survivors of the Holocaust, mixed-race survivors of Nazi 
abuse recall their experiences with the sterilization program and fascism, more broadly. Survivor 
Hans Hauck, son of an Algerian Black Muslim soldier and German Catholic woman, has a vivid 
memory of the sterilization process. The process began with an in-house visit, after which Hauck 
was escorted from his home by car rather than train, so as not to draw public attention. Following 
the initial examinations at the Health Office, Hauck was taken to the local Gestapo headquarters 
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where the procedure would be carried out. Hauck did not receive anesthetic prior to the 
procedure. So much was common for Black patients being treated in the medical setting. Medical 
officials justified the limited use of anesthetic with anti-Black racist stereotypes, as exemplified 
by one documentary participant’s recollection of the comment made by a doctor: “People from 
the jungle can take it.”125 Hauck received a certificate verifying the vasectomy and was further 
instructed to sign a document barring him from having sexual or marital relations with people of 
German or half-German blood. Of this time, Hauck laments: “Naturally I remember those times 
all too well. It was depressing and oppressive. I felt only half human.”126 This was, of course, the 
goal: to “other” and exclude Black men, women, and children from German society. It also 
becomes clear through Hauck’s account, that the Nazi sterilization program was calculated in its 
attempts to remain undercover. Meticulous in their planning and execution, Nazi officials sought 
to erase Black lives, as if they were never there to begin with.  
Beyond sterilization procedures, mixed-race children faced daily humiliation, neglect, 
and the forced breakup of their families. Anti-Black racist stereotypes extended to the classroom, 
where one woman recalls her teacher commenting: “Why must I waste my time on you 
monkeys? You belong in the jungle.”127 The same woman notes that she was routinely 
overlooked in the classroom. Of her classmates she said: “It was as if they’d never seen us 
before.”128 And, indeed, the Nazi sterilization program sought to do exactly this—ostracize, and 
ultimately eliminate, the presence of mixed-race Germans. But on this note, one survivor 
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exposed a fundamental flaw in Hitler’s quest for an Aryan nation: “What Hitler wanted was a 
racially pure nation. There was no room for us…But they ignored the fact that in Germany there 
are few racially pure people. They just don’t exist.”129 Because of this harsh treatment within 
medical and social realms, Thomas Holshauer, a patient who was sterilized on account of his 
race, remarks: “Sometimes I’m glad I couldn’t have children. At least they were spared the 
shame I lived with.”130 From these personal accounts, we gain a glimpse into the intense feelings 
of shame, humiliation, and insecurity inflicted upon children of the occupation by the NSDAP’s 
extensive anti-Black racist agenda.  
 It must be noted that the Nazi persecution of the Black community in Germany was not 
limited to involuntary sterilizations. Black men, women, and children were additionally 
employed as test subjects for a variety of medical experiments and research activities carried out 
by Fischer’s Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology, including “racial blood testing” and the 
collection and classification of the skulls of people descending from Africa.131 Black Germans 
were subject to arbitrary punishments under fascist law, such as curfews, and faced limited 
access to gainful employment, education, welfare, housing, and health care. Additionally, many 
were stripped of their German citizenship under the Nazi regime and thus barred from owning 
property.132 Beyond this, the Nazis’ anti-Black racism ultimately culminated in the sentencing of 
hundreds of Black Germans to internment and concentration camps. Even in concentration 
camps, the Black community received harsher treatment. In addition to being segregated from 
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the rest of the camp’s subjects, it was common for Black prisoners to be denied food and 
assigned more taxing jobs. The number of Black victims who perished in the camps remains 
unknown, and Black Germans have yet to receive formal restitution for the persecution suffered 
throughout the Nazi era.133 
 The Black community undeniably suffered a tremendous amount under National 
Socialism, yet I argue that the Weimar Republic and the Third Reich must not be viewed as 
wholly disconnected despite the abrupt transition of Germany’s political structures from 
democratic to authoritarian. Rather, it is critical to regard these two eras as joined by their 
continuity in anti-Black racial policy and ideology. Here, I present the question: How may the 
Black Shame campaign in Weimar have foreshadowed the arrival of the Nazi party? It is my 
belief that the mobilization of the Black Shame campaign following World War I provided a 
foundation of anti-Black racism to be further deployed under the Nazi regime. Because Weimar 
propaganda depicting the Black colonial soldier as a “dangerous savage” had been so ingrained 
within Germany’s social institutions and citizens, promoters of Nazi ideologies and policies had 
been gifted a previously established bedrock of anti-Black racism on which to build. Further, 
Weimar’s attention to science and technology, in combination with the culture of innovation, set 
the stage for the rise of scientific racism, particularly eugenics, race hygiene, and the euthanasia 
program.  
As Lusane indicates, “A decade before Hitler came to power, eugenics had migrated from 
a theoretical discourse to an applied science and effort at social engineering.”134 In particular 
regard to sterilization, El-Tayeb notes that sterilization upon racial grounds was not 
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inconceivable in Weimar Germany. As previously noted, sterilizations for the purpose of 
eugenics occurred as early as 1919, but German eugenicists did not want to “take responsibility 
for the policy implications…of their ideas.”135 In other words, while scientists were keen to 
pursue such experimentation, government officials recoiled at the implementation of these 
practices.136 It is clear then, that there was support for racist legislature in the democratic society 
of Weimar Germany, though ultimately latent or suppressed.  
While anti-Black racism may not have made a formal appearance in Weimar policy, 
racist ideologies were in fact acted upon in the public sector. Citing a violent attack by 
pedestrians on a Black man taken for a native of German occupied territory, the Black German 
entertainment figure and representative of the African Aid Association Louis Brody, sought to 
appeal to white Germans by noting the precarious position of natives from former German 
colonies: 
The natives of the occupied colonies are politically speaking considered to be 
Germans; for this reason the natives’ return to their home countries from 
Germany is very difficult. We kindly ask Germans to consider that we have to 
suffer just like they do and please not to treat us with disrespect.137 
 
So, Weimar’s democratic principles did not adequately combat or mitigate acts of hatred against 
Black people. With the Black community already facing persecution, the rise of the Nazi party 
and its authoritarian institutions simply allowed for these sentiments to be more openly 
acknowledged and accepted. Differently put, Nazism harnessed the anti-Black racism lurking in 
the fragments of Germany’s vulnerable society, effectively transforming ideology into a set of 
concrete policies and accepted truths.  
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In his chapter on the Nazi sterilization program of the Black community, Clarence 
Lusane asserts: “Unable to win consensus on extermination, yet compelled to address the 
‘otherness’ of Blacks, they used sterilization as a gradual, but inexorable death, long-term 
erasure that, in part, solved some of Germany’s black dilemma.”138 In other words, there was not 
a concrete plan so extensive as to systematically eliminate the people of African descent under 
the Nazi regime as there was to eliminate people of Jewish descent, but this is likely only due to 
the fact that the Black community in Germany was miniscule in comparison. However, the 
sterilization of Rhineland occupation children carried out in open secret confirms Nazism’s deep 
concern with the presence of racial “impurities,” whether it be through German-African or 
German-Jewish miscegenation.139  
In summary, the Black Shame campaign did not altogether dissolve following the regime 
transition, but rather ushered in a new era of persecution for Black Germans by labeling Black 
German children as the new antagonists within German society. Efforts by National Socialists to 
sterilize these individuals reinforced and reformed the discourse of Black male sexuality as 
perverse and therefore a threat to the purity of the German nation. In the next chapter, I will turn 
to the dense history of anti-Black racism in the United States, focusing in particular on the 
American fear of Black sexuality and the subsequent actions to exploit Black bodies. Having 
already provided the history of the Black Shame campaign and Nazi efforts to eliminate 
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Blackness in Germany, my hope is that the implicit parallels between German and American 







THE PERCEIVED THREAT OF AFRICAN AMERICAN FREEDOM AND 
SEXUALITY: 
FROM SLAVERY TO JIM CROW
 
 
In Sander L. Gilman’s Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of Sexuality, Race, and 
Madness, he muses: “The focus of anxiety [among white Americans] shifts from era to era, but is 
always an entity that is labeled as potentially corrupting the body politic.”140 This statement aptly 
embodies the centuries-long history of Black demonization in the United States. Indeed, since 
their conception American institutions have actively discriminated against the Black community, 
systematically “othering” Black individuals as a threat to the American body politic. 
In tracing anti-Black racist sentiments throughout the course of American history, 
focusing on the period leading up to and immediately following Emancipation as well as the Jim 
Crow era, I seek to analyze the moral arguments mobilized against the Black body under the 
guise of medical and scientific fact. I employ the infamous Tuskegee Syphilis Study as a modern 
case study of the oppression and exploitation of Black bodies—specifically Black male 
sexuality—within the private and public realm. Additionally, I draw on imagery from D.W. 
Griffith’s seminal film The Birth of a Nation to expose America’s history of glorifying white 
supremacy and ridiculing Black bodies within the media. In providing these historical examples, 
I pose implicit questions to be followed up on in the final chapter of my thesis: Are there 
similarities between the methods Americans and Germans used to abuse Black bodies? Were 
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similar arguments regarding the desecration of the white race deployed in America’s 
Reconstruction era as they were under the Black Shame and the Nazi operation to rid Germany 
of mixed-race children from the occupation? Can the presence of Blackness in America be 
understood as a moral panic which parallels that in Germany? This will effectively provide the 
groundwork for an in-depth comparative analysis of anti-Black racism in twentieth century 
Germany and America.  
 
American Conceptions of Race and Slavery  
In his 1851 “Report on the Diseases of and Physical Peculiarities of the Negro Race,” 
New Orleans physician Samuel A. Cartwright explored the “anatomical” and “physiological” 
differences among white and Black men in an effort to popularize a purported set of diseases he 
conceived of as specific to African Americans. He asserted:  
It is commonly taken for granted, that the color of the skin constitutes the main 
and essential difference between the black and the white race; but there are other 
differences more deep, durable and indelible, in their anatomy and physiology, 
than that of mere color…Besides, it is not only in the skin, that a difference of 
color exists between the negro and white man, but in the membranes, the muscles, 
the tendons and in all the fluids and secretions. Even the negro’s brain and nerves, 
the chyle and all the humors, are tinctured with a shade of the pervading 
darkness.141 
 
In Cartwright’s medical opinion, Blackness goes deeper than just skin pigment. Beyond exterior 
appearance, Blackness permeates the surface, infiltrating all internal organs as well as the 
skeletal structure. Even bodily fluids—blood and bile—are tainted a darker shade according to 
Cartwright. In this view, the Black body and white body are separated by their anatomical 
divergences, and their very essences are therefore distinct and unalterable.  
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In accordance with other American race scientists of the time, Cartwright deployed the 
biological differences between the races to enforce a distinct racial hierarchy. Cartwright 
asserted African Americans’ physiological differences transferred into a unique set of racialized 
functions, tasks, attitudes, and inclinations. Building on an argument commonly cited in colonial 
agendas, he specifically contended that the African race was “childlike” and intellectually 
underdeveloped and therefore possessed a propensity for intense menial labor. Specifically, 
Cartwright noted the African American’s heightened sense of hearing and sight, along with an 
increased ability to “bear the rays of the sun,” to prove his claim that “the negro is a slave by 
nature.”142 The African American, Cartwright posited, experienced these elevated senses at “the 
expense of intellectuality.”143 On the same note, this argument acted to enforce the idea of the 
African American as an especially “sensual” being, driven not by moral or logic but rather by 
physical sensation. As I will show throughout the course of this chapter, it was this very idea that 
formed the basis of the ongoing perception of Black male sexuality as threatening to American 
society at large. This notion of the Black individual as “biologically” fit for supervised labor 
largely underpinned the institution of slavery and would be summoned throughout 
Reconstruction.  
Leading up to Emancipation in 1865, a moral panic encapsulated the United States. In an 
effort to cope with impending freedom for African Americans and the imminent destruction of 
the racial hierarchy, the medical sector popularized a number of arguments based in race science 
to assert that African Americans needed to be supervised by white men. Impulsive and 
undisciplined by nature, Cartwright argued that African Americans “are very easily governed by 
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love combined with fear.”144 Therefore, if African Americans were to be free, the lack of 
structure would prove a disadvantage to their well-being. Namely, slavery, in providing food, 
clothes, shelter, and supervision, was a comfortable state for the “simple, unthinking, animal-like 
being who was sheltered from the tensions of life.”145 This common narrative went so far as to 
posit that enslaved peoples were less susceptible to “mental derangement” than freed African 
Americans, effectively linking “Blackness” and “illness,” specifically psychopathology. The data 
obtained by the 1840 Census sought to reinforce this relationship. In publishing that free Black 
men and women experienced mental illness at a rate eleven times that of enslaved Black men and 
women, the census disseminated “scientific evidence that blacks were congenitally unfit for 
freedom.”146 
In equating Blackness with psychopathology, Cartwright even went so far as to construct 
psychopathologies exclusive to Black men and women. A disease of the mind, Drapetomania 
caused an enslaved person to run away from his “home” on the plantation. Another illness, 
Dysaesthesia Aethiopis (also referred to as “rascality”) appeared most often among free African 
Americans and was thought to result from an insufficient supply of blood to the brain. Its 
manifestations included mischievous behavior, such as abusing horses and cattle; destroying 
one’s own clothing and generally having little respect for property; wandering; neglecting work 
and duties; and actively disturbing others.147 According to Cartwright, Dysaesthesia Aethiopis 
was a natural result of “negro liberty—the liberty to be idle, to wallow in filth, and to indulge in 
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improper food and drinks.”148 The disease proved easily curable, however, if only the subject’s 
respiratory and circulatory systems were stimulated through a thorough washing and oiling 
accompanied by an assignment of physical labor. Upon several instances of curing those inflicted 
by the disease, Cartwright noted that “…the negro seems to be awakened to a new existence, and 
to look grateful and thankful to the white man whose compulsory power…has restored his 
sensation…”149  
These ideas did not cease to exist with the onset of Emancipation. Rather, in the period 
following Emancipation, American society experienced a radical uptick in the number of Black 
men and women confined within mental asylums. Gilman efficiently argues that the South felt a 
critical need to “perpetuate a model for the difference of the black, one which would locate (and 
thus isolate) the fear and anxiety caused by the black in a source other than the institution of 
slavery.”150 As such, detaining African Americans within mental institutions functioned as a 
calculated alternative to slavery. Exploiting this mythical association of illness and race, 
American society effectively removed African Americans from the public sphere, once again 
systematically oppressing an entire race, but this time not through the institution of slavery but 
under the guise of medical intervention.  
 
The Medicalization of the Black Body throughout American History  
 The United States has a bleak history of exploiting Black bodies by way of medicine and 
science. The realm of medicine and science in the United States has long regarded Black bodies 
as foreign objects to be studied and experimented upon. Over the course of history, African 
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Americans have been forcefully sterilized, studied in medical studies without their consent, made 
a spectacle by pseudoscience, labeled “insane” on the basis of their race, and their cadavers have 
been deployed disproportionately without consent as objects for experimentation, training and 
practice. I argue that in many instances throughout history, the unethical use of Black bodies by 
physicians and scientists was a direct effort to “other” the Black body, and beyond that, dominate 
and disenfranchise the Black community. Indeed, America’s racial hierarchy was—and, as some 
would argue, continues to be—acutely constructed and reinforced by medical practices and 
institutions.  
 The American Eugenics Movement, inspired by Francis Galton’s ideas and practices, 
gained momentum in the early twentieth century and effectively reformed the medical dialogue 
surrounding health and race. Just as the Rassenhygiene movement in Germany justified its 
practices under the guise of restoring and strengthening the collective German body, the 
American Eugenics Movement promoted its ideologies and practices on public health grounds. 
According to Henry Fairfield Osborne, president of the second International Congress of 
Eugenics which took place in 1921 at the American Museum of Natural History in New York, it 
was the “right of the state to safeguard the character and integrity of the race or races on which 
the future depends.”151 As such, American science, which previously had operated its authority 
over Black men and women by claiming their biological makeup to be favorably aligned with 
menial labor and supervision under the white man, once more sought to enforce the racial 
hierarchy, this time by obstructing the creation of Black lives.  
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In the decades following the Civil War, intellectual ideologies embedded within the 
American Eugenics Movement (namely, that of biological fitness) gained traction, scientific 
technologies increased, and popular dialogue narrowed its focus on national strength and unity. 
In combination with one another, these social shifts provided a fertile ground for the advent of 
compulsory sterilization. In 1907, the state of Indiana introduced the first compulsory 
sterilization law in America. In the years following, upholding sterilization as a modern scientific 
tool and a logical social policy, several states would enact similar laws.152 And while American 
eugenicists most often justified sterilization of the poor and diseased—and therefore not 
necessarily on the basis of race—it was common for African Americans to fall into these 
categories. For example, in California, a state that rigorously adopted sterilization practices,153 
African Americans accounted for four percent of all sterilizations, though they comprised just 
one percent of the total state population.154 However, it is important to note that the majority of 
sterilization statutes did not target the African American population until the 1950s and 1960s. 
This shift occurred once African Americans were afforded the right to enroll in federal welfare 
programs. Eugenicists largely purported welfare as having “dysgenic” effects and encouraging 
the reproduction of inferior classes. Namely, welfare provided an avenue for poor families to 
sustain themselves, an idea contrary to the overarching aim of eugenics. So, as African 
Americans enrolled in troves, eugenicists were given a ground upon which to practice coercive 
sterilization of these poor, and therefore “unfit,” individuals. Additionally, while previous 
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segregation laws had barred African Americans from state institutions in which sterilizations 
were carried out (i.e., care homes and hospitals), the Civil Rights era resulted in the lowering of 
these public barriers.155    
Even after death, the medical community continued to exploit Black bodies in many 
instances. Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth century, Southern medical educators 
and researchers relied heavily on post-mortem African American patients: “Black bodies often 
found their way to dissecting tables, operating amphitheaters, classrooms or bedside 
demonstrations, and experimental facilities.”156 While white people of lower socioeconomic 
standing were similarly taken advantage of, the medical sector found African Americans to be 
particularly easy targets given their inferior position within America’s white-dominated society. 
Namely, permission was more readily given to conduct postmortem experiments on African 
Americans, although this “permission” did not come from the subjects themselves. The use of 
Black bodies for medical research seems contradictory, given American scientists’ conception of 
Black and white bodies as biologically distinct. Ultimately, however, African Americans proved 
too easily accessible given their lack of legal and social agency. This fostered a fear of white 
physicians within the African American community, which would persist in the years to come.157  
 
The Tuskegee Syphilis Study 
Perhaps the most notorious example of the exploitation of Black bodies at the hands of 
medicine in American history is the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, a medical trial funded by the U.S. 
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Public Health Service (USPHS) which spanned a forty-year period. By focusing on the Tuskegee 
Syphilis Study, I am able to not only expose the history of anti-Black racism in the U.S. at the 
hands of medicine and science, but its imagined focus on the relationship between race and 
sexuality provides an acute example of American society’s demonization of Black men as 
sexually uninhibited and therefore dangerous forces. Beginning in 1932, the USPHS launched 
the “Study of Syphilis in the Untreated Negro Male,” a program studying the progression of 
latent syphilis in Black males.  
Despite distrust of white physicians and the American medical system, the pool of 
participants—approximately 600 infected sharecroppers in Macon County, Alabama—were 
incentivized by the program’s promise to provide free medical care. Why did the study focus 
exclusively on Black men? A long-held scientific view posited the effects of venereal disease to 
be different among Black and white people. According to “science,” the disease’s primary effect 
in white men was on the neurological systems, while its effect manifested in the cardiovascular 
systems in Black men, “sparing their relatively primitive and ‘underdeveloped’ brains.”158 The 
study therefore sought to validate these beliefs. Beyond that, the poor sharecroppers of Macon 
County proved vulnerable and easily deployable. As Harriet A. Washington, author of Medical 
Apartheid, notes regarding the Macon County sharecroppers-turn-test subjects: “Trapped in the 
usurious cycle of tenant cotton farming, they were chained by debt and forced to work the same 
land as had their enslaved grandparents, and, like Alabama’s slaves, they owned nothing, not 
even the crumbling shacks they lived in.”159 Plagued by poor nutrition, inadequate housing, 
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infectious disease, and chronic stress, the only thing the Black sharecroppers of Macon County 
had was a “great deal of illness.”160  
The critical juncture in the trial occurred with the transition in its sources of funding. 
Initially, wealthy philanthropist Julius Rosenwald worked together with Booker T. Washington, 
the founder of the Tuskegee Institute161, to devise a program to address the poverty and poor 
health within the primarily Black Macon County. Rosenwald162 and Washington shared the 
common goal of Black “self-sufficiency.” Following the stock crash in 1929, however, 
Rosenwald no longer found himself in a position to fund the planned medical treatment that he 
and Booker had launched shortly prior, and the USPHS assumed authority. Here, the focus 
shifted from treatment to study. Over the course of the next 40 years, the USPHS, under the 
guise of free treatment, would observe the progression of syphilis in Black men. We must 
recognize the Black men not as voluntary participants in a medical study, but as victims coerced 
into becoming test subjects for a racist and bureaucratic experiment. As Allan M. Brandt’s 
seminal report rightfully asserts: “Deceit was integral to the study.”163 Indeed, the USPHS and its 
network of physicians deluded its subjects, prescribing them empty medical cocktails and later 
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actively withholding penicillin.164 Therefore, the goal of the study was never to cure patients, but 
rather to observe the course of the disease up until its host’s inevitable death.   
 How does the Tuskegee Syphilis Study fit within the overall context of my thesis? Upon 
examination, the study reveals the persistent belief within the medical sector of an inherent 
relationship between Blackness, sexuality, and disease. The study functioned on the assumption 
that Black men possessed uncontrollable sexual desires. Black men’s purported vigorous sexual 
drives were thought to threaten American society on two grounds: first, Black men possessed a 
dangerous desire for white women, and second, Black men were significantly more likely than 
white men to spread sexually transmitted diseases. It was held that an inclination to sexual 
activity, combined with their lustful, immoral, and “barbaric” practices, made Black men 
significantly more prone to contracting—and therefore, spreading—disease.165 And further, their 
irresponsible nature prevented them from seeking treatment, ultimately dooming Black men to 
chronic infection.166 But it must be noted that while the study regarded Black men as a vector for 
sexually transmitted diseases, 61 percent of the syphilis cases in Macon County did not result 
from sexual activity but were rather congenital cases.167  
In withholding treatment, the Public Health Service’s covert attempts to study and isolate 
the Black male body resulted in hundreds of deaths of both test subjects and their family 
members. The Tuskegee Syphilis Study must be viewed as a symptom of the longstanding moral 
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panic in American society surrounding Black male sexuality.168 The Study is just one instance of 
the medical institution’s fear of and subsequent attempts to dismantle the Black male body. 
Other examples include the compulsory sterilization of Black bodies and the use of Black 
cadavers for experimentation. One southern medical journal even went so far as to propose 
castration as an alternative punishment to lynching for sexual crimes.169  
Harriet A. Washington writes that “The use of men as reservoirs of syphilis reinforced 
the familiar use of black bodies to generate the profitable wonders of new disease approaches (to 
which the subjects are rarely privy), and the clinical display of disease in the clinic and in 
medical journals.”170 Similarly, Brandt emphasizes the lack of objectivity within science, noting 
that the Tuskegee Syphilis Study revealed “more about the nature of scientific inquiry than the 
nature of the disease process.”171 In light of the examples above, I argue that we must take 
Washington and Brandt’s statements one step further. Black men were not merely experimented 
upon in an effort to advance medicine and science. Rather, I contend that the history of scientific 
experimentation on the African American male body must be taken for what it is—a crucial 
component of a decades-long anti-Black racist campaign and an active attempt by American 
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Analysis: The Birth of a Nation 
 The moral panic ensuing from Emancipation did not only infiltrate the public sphere 
within the contexts of medicine and science. Additionally, the fear of Black freedom from the 
institution of slavery permeated the realm of media and commercial consumption. Perhaps the 
most influential film of the 20th century, D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915), which 
provided a yearnful depiction of the Confederate South, affirmed and reinvented the prejudices 
against African Americans that had been festering since Emancipation. Though released 50 years 
after the war’s end, Birth emerged in an America still coping with the divides brought about by 
the Civil War. It was marketed as an informative film about the Civil War for the whole family 
to enjoy. On its the surface, the film followed a conflict between two prominent American 
families, one living in the North and one residing in the South. Their distinct geographic 
locations seem to be the only difference between the families, and the film chronicles their 
coming together against a common threat—Black men and women no longer contained by the 
institution of slavery.172 Based on the 1905 bestseller The Clansman: A Historical Romance of 
the Ku Klux Klan, D.W. Griffith worked with author Thomas Dixon Jr. to adapt his nostalgic 
novel for the screen. In fact, the film premiered under this title on January 1 and 2, 1915 in 
Riverside, California and on February 8, 1915 in Los Angeles, California, but was then 
changed.173  
What can we make of the film’s change in name? The title The Clansman is certainly 
more direct, immediately noting the members of the KKK as the film’s focus and protagonist. 
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But the title The Birth of a Nation rather conjures a certain nationalist nostalgia. First, the 
adoption of the word “nation,” rather than “country,” evokes themes of nationalism and 
allegiance to a shared territory. Second, the word “birth” induces motifs of resurrection, purity, 
and creation, suggesting a lack of existing structures within society and insinuating a civilization 
in flux and wrought with chaos. It is therefore implied, I argue, that this “birth of a nation” can 
occur only under the supervision of an almighty force, one which requires the subjugation of 
Black bodies. And indeed, the film’s epic three hours of footage follows the Klan in its efforts to 
revive humanity, therefore casting the KKK as a vanguard of order in post-Civil War America 
and a selfless martyr in assuming the arduous task of restoring pride and honor to America.  
 The Birth of a Nation elicited considerable attention from the public. Notably, the film 
received outspoken praise from an old friend of Dixon’s, President Woodrow Wilson, who even 
hosted a private showing at the White House on February 18, 1915. Both men of great influence 
though within different spheres, Dixon and Wilson shared a belief in a natural racial order. 
Wilson, who “interpreted Radical Reconstruction as a revolutionary ‘social upheaval’ that 
imposed Black rule over White people,” backed the film whose message was precisely that.174 
Despite this widespread popularity, however, the film received pushback on both domestic and 
international levels. Namely, an overt glorification of white supremacy is grounded in the film’s 
plot, a series of events which ultimately credits the Ku Klux Klan with single-handedly saving 
the United States from the civil unrest and barbarism inflicted upon society by Emancipation. 
Within the United States, the majority of dissent came from the NAACP, who objected to the 
 







film’s revival of Civil War issues, racist depictions of Black men, and praise of violence as an 
effective method in solving matters of race.175  
Of course, objections to the film were not baseless. Birth proliferated a number of anti-
Black racist stereotypes and caricatures that continue to exist within American society. For 
example, one such scene makes a spectacle of a large group of seemingly jolly Black men 
collectively dancing, clapping, consuming alcohol, and eating watermelon, reinforcing both the 
notion of Black men as simple and childlike and the image of the Black performer. Another 
common stereotype repeatedly employed by the film is that of the “tragic mulatto,” embodied by 
Representative Stoneman’s mixed-race protégé Silas Lynch, who is characterized as volatile and 
unhinged. One intertitle reads “Lynch a traitor to his white patron and a greater traitor to his own 
people, whom he plans to lead by an evil way to build himself a throne of vaulting power,” 
suggesting a certain ambiguity and murkiness in regard to the mixed-race individual’s position 
within the race-based society.176 The film is similarly saturated with scenes of African American 
men armed with rifles and sabers pillaging and rioting, reinforcing the image of the angry and 
revengeful Black man. The film perhaps most actively invests in the anti-Black racist caricature 
of the “brute,” an image central to my thesis. 177 Among the film’s collection of denigrating 
racial characterizations, The Birth of a Nation relies on the “brute caricature” to perpetuate the 
image of the hyper-sexual and uncontrollable Black man whose mere existence poses a threat to 
the virtuous (read virginal) white woman. The most piercing performance of this trope within the 
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film is a scene in which Flora Cameron is stalked and chased by the free Black man called 
Gus.178  Despite warnings to avoid the forest, Flora makes her way to the spring with an empty 
bucket in hand. As she dances through the trees, her glossy ringlets bouncing with each graceful 
movement, Gus follows her. He indulges in a certain voyeurism, peering through bushes and 
shrubs to gain a glimpse of Flora. Flora’s innocence is perceptible as she giggles and rocks back 
and forth on a fallen log. Though child-like in her gaiety, Flora simultaneously appears 
flirtatious, cooing and blowing kisses to a squirrel perched in a tree. This quickly fades, however, 
once Gus abruptly emerges from the foliage. Flora rings her hands nervously and Gus grabs her 
arm forcefully. Despite her predator 
proclaiming, “Wait, missie, I won’t 
hurt yeh,” Flora breaks away from his 
grasp. A lengthy chase scene ensues, 
but the Black man’s forceful pursuit of 
Flora is brought to an end once she 
climbs atop a tall rock structure and 
jumps to her death. Gus then runs 
away, barreling across the rocks and 
roots as Flora dies in her brother’s arms. In his hunched posture and uneven gait, Gus is depicted 
as wild and dangerous. His eyes wide and crazed, he is driven by an intense sexual desire. Flora 
knows that to succumb to this threat would be an unspeakable act. In choosing to die rather than 
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appease the Black man, Flora is thus depicted as courageous. Precisely, her fateful decision not 
only preserves her own virtue, but upholds her family’s reputation.  
 
Conclusion 
Throughout American history, Black men have consistently been painted as sexually 
primitive and dangerous in a variety of realms, despite the fact that they have never been 
afforded a sense of bodily autonomy by American institutions. Rather, they consistently have 
been supervised and sequestered, whether it be under slavery, in mental institutions, or by white 
medical physicians, to name just a few examples. As this chapter has shown, a slew of 
“scientific” arguments sought to justify American slavery as anatomically, physiologically, and 
psychologically beneficial for the Black body, and medicine likewise acted as a tool to contain 
African Americans. Similarly, The Birth of a Nation can be seen as a cultural manifestation and 
representation of the anxieties resulting from Emancipation. In depicting the relationship 
between two politically distinct American families whose fates were saved by the KKK, Birth 
implicitly called to revive the oppressive structures that functioned to limit African American 
influence in the social and political realm.  
 In the next chapter, I attempt to reveal the implicit parallels in the German and American  
enforcement and promotion of anti-Black racist stereotypes, laws, and policies. I will analyze 
this relationship in greater depth, with the ultimate goal of examining how the two transatlantic 







AMERICAN INFLUENCE IN GERMANY:  
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 In the previous chapters, I provided histories and insights into the social and political 
sentiments surrounding Black individuals and communities in Germany and the United States 
during the late nineteenth and twentieth century. Drawing on this foundation, this chapter will 
bring these histories into dialogue with one another as I seek to evaluate the parallel processes by 
which the United States and Germany sought to eradicate Blackness, or more precisely limit the 
growth of Black populations and assign them second-class status. As formerly discussed with 
regard to the exploitation of People of Color by the medical establishment, both Germany and 
the United States engaged in extreme abuses of power in pursuit of their goal to reduce the 
visibility of the Black community. In addition to engaging with scientific rhetoric that promoted 
the idea of the Black body as lesser—and more specifically, less “evolved”—both Germans and 
Americans relied on extensive networks of racist institutions to “other” and oppress Black 
individuals. As I will argue, Germany, whose Black population was modestly numbered relative 
to the African American population, looked to their American neighbors for clues as to how to 
deal with their “race problem.” Throughout this chapter, I will evaluate the insidious ways in 
which Germany and America weaponized economic systems, popular culture and entertainment 
forms, and scientific language to both justify and proliferate institutional racism. As will become 
clear, both countries’ anti-Black racism transpired through extensive processes of othering and 







To evaluate Germany and America’s parallel methods of disseminating anti-Black racism 
within society, I will refer to racialized labor models, cultural movements, and medical 
initiatives. More specifically, I will turn to colonial Germany’s involvement with the Tuskegee 
Institute in Africa, the exploitation of African and African American performers in Germany, 
and the Nazi party’s emulation of American eugenics programs. Given these examples, the 
extent to which anti-Black racism permeated every aspect of German and American society is 
undeniable. I will then argue, Germany relied on America in more than one instance for informal 
and formal guidance on racial protocol and legislation. In parsing out the similarities between 
these two global powers, I seek to provide critical insights into the relationship between 
Germany and America, their self-held views, and their views of the other in regard to anti-Black 
racism.  
 
Race and Labor Models: Colonial Germany and the New South 
Before the events of World War I soured their relationship, German policymakers and 
influential American figures embarked on a unique project with one another. Despite its history 
as an international superpower and colonizing force, Germany enlisted its less-established 
transatlantic neighbor to assist in the establishment of agricultural operations within German 
colonies in Africa. Though a relatively young empire, the United States possessed valuable 
knowledge not only in regard to farming and agriculture, but in race relations as well, and this 
much was clear to German colonial administrators. While the institution of slavery in the United 
States had been officially outlawed, southern states continued to exploit poor African Americans 
for labor. The agricultural sector relied on this labor. As such, agriculture, and specifically the 







Impressed with the American South’s conceptions of race relations, labor models, and 
agricultural technologies, prominent German colonial advisers collaborated with African 
American Booker T. Washington’s Tuskegee Institution in Alabama to construct their very own 
cotton plantation in the German colony of Togo. The thought of emulating the New South’s 
policies appeared attractive to German social scientists on two levels: first, the labor model 
provided a system through which to control racial and ethnic minorities, and second, it promised 
free agricultural labor to Germany.179 Thus, in the words of Andrew Zimmerman, the Tuskegee 
expedition can be viewed as “a quilting point, stitching together and thus permanently 
transforming three powerful networks: German social science, New South race politics, and 
African cash cropping.”180  
 While Washington did not outwardly endorse racism, his firm belief that African 
Americans possessed little social and economic mobility translated to more conservative 
approaches to achieving racial equality. That is to say, he maintained that African Americans 
should accept the menial positions available to them, a view that popularized him among the 
wealthy white echelons of society.181 In my mind, Washington’s view corresponds with the 
widely upheld argument of the time that Black individuals functioned best when held 
accountable (read enslaved) by a white authority figure. These types of assertions proliferated 
following the abolition of slavery, largely functioning to allow “racist labor repression to persist 
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in a capitalist economy based on free labor.”182 Or, in other words, this rhetoric allowed for 
slavery to endure, though under a different name. 
Beginning in 1900, Washington enlisted three graduates of the Tuskegee Institute to 
travel to Africa and experiment with cotton cultivation in Germany’s Togoland. The thought was 
that African Americans familiar with the ways of the New South would “train” Germany’s 
African subjects, presumably both in terms of labor methods and race relations. What ensued 
was the establishment of a cotton school in the German colony that would go on to train 
hundreds of students in the mass production of cotton for the European market and, in turn, 
exponentially increase cotton exports to Europe over the years 1901 to 1909.  
 In addition to radically increasing and improving Togo cotton exports, the experiment 
lead by German colonial advisers and their American associates produced another, albeit less 
economic, outcome. To be specific, the colonial operation fostered a complex racial hierarchy 
within the German Togoland. Soon after the experiment commenced, German colonizers 
abandoned the euphemism “natural peoples” (Naturvölker) to refer to their African subjects and 
adopted the American term “negro” (Neger). Here, Zimmerman notes: “The identity ‘Negro’ was 
brought to Togo not only as a set of characteristics to be imposed on an unwilling population, but 
also as an impossible paradox: those identified as Negroes [by the Germans] had to be forced to 
become what there were supposed already to be.”183 As such, there presented a racial hierarchy 
within a racial hierarchy: German colonialists elevated the African Americans, who had already 
received an education from the Tuskegee Institute, above the uneducated and “primitive” Togo 
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Ewe cotton farmers.184 Put differently, the enlisted African Americans served as imported 
models for African subjects to aspire to.  
 Observers from both sides of the Atlantic regarded Germany’s deployment of African 
American experts in the cotton growth industry as a noble and innovative stride in advancing 
West Africa. However, it is now clear that it was not only the cotton that motivated the Tuskegee 
Institute and their German partners. The main motivation was rather a low-stakes opportunity to 
advance the “racist politics of imperialism to develop capitalist modes of production in Africa 
and elsewhere.”185 In other words, the offshoring of New South race and labor models in the 
German Togoland provided an avenue through which to assert both powers’ political and 
economic dominance on a global scale, and, in the process of exploiting African peoples, enforce 
a system of labor policies contingent on a racialized order.186 
 
Anti-Black Racism as Entertainment in German and American Culture 
 Following the First World War, European nations experienced greater exposure to 
American mass culture. In particular, American soldiers stationed in occupied Germany acted as 
cultural channels, disseminating modern American entertainment forms.187 Throughout the 
twentieth century, Germany can be seen adopting African American culture in a variety of art 
and media forms. In her book White Rebels in Book: German Appropriation of Black Popular 
Culture, Priscilla Layne confronts the question of why white Germans were so drawn to African 
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American culture. For one, American culture appeared modern, and therefore attractive, to 
Germans. Beyond this, Layne posits that Germans regarded African Americans with a certain 
mysticism. She writes about German impressions of African Americans: “…seen as primitive yet 
modern, oppressed yet also producers of different, liberating styles. In contrast to Africa, which 
has historically been thought of as backward, dark, uncanny, and more frightening, African 
American culture was seen as cutting edge and innovative.”188 In the process of appropriating 
Black American culture, Germans adopted anti-Black racist stereotypes present within American 
society, and in accepting these stereotypes, Germans in turn projected them onto the Black 
community within Germany.189 As such, we can see many similarities in American and German 
anti-Black racism, both in the ways these racist stereotypes were embedded within modern media 
forms as well as the ways in which society exploited and “othered” Black culture more generally.  
 While German adoption of American anti-Black racist entertainment forms escalated 
during the twentieth century, it is important to note that there were similarities between the ways 
Germans and Americans exploited Blackness for cultural purposes prior to this. Not exclusive to 
Germany or America, but rather common across Western colonizing countries, ethnological 
exhibitions became widely popularized throughout the nineteenth century. It is crucial to make 
note of the racial implications of the exhibitions. Most often, Africa was the subject of such 
spectacles. In framing Africa as a “dark continent in both geographical and psychological terms,” 
ethnological exhibitions satiated “fantasies for the driven, disillusioned and disaffected of 
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European society who sought a place either to lose, to find or to expand oneself.”190 Such 
exhibitions were thus a tool for Western white societies, allowing them to explore the seemingly 
exotic fantasies of a distant world in the comfort of their own space. 
In Germany, this phenomenon went by the name Völkerschauen. On the surface, these 
exhibitions were regarded as a form of education, a way to learn about and observe an unfamiliar 
people and society. However, just as Archer-Straw makes note that “It was the white man alone 
who had the right to study, label, and define those of other cultures,” anthropologists often 
curated Völkerschauen, determining which customs, traditions, and practices participants 
performed for their audiences.191 In other words, these were not authentic exhibitions but rather 
curated performances. Völkerschauen functioned on a more insidious level too, acting to 
“replicate and reinforce the dynamics of the unequal relationship that had existed between 
coloniser and colonised, master and slave.”192 Though operating under the guise of entertainment 
and education, the act of making African peoples a spectacle for the German people to enjoy 
acted to dehumanize these individuals and cultures, ultimately enforcing a power dynamic 
grounded in race.193  
 Just as Völkerschauen existed as a main attraction of the Berlin Trade Fair in 1896, the 
1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis contained similar spectacles. In recreating villages and 
reservations whose inhabitants were often nude or semi-nude, observers of these exhibits 
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indulged in a form of sexualized fascination and voyeurism.194 According to Lisa Uddin, the 
legacy of these “human zoos,” specifically their involvement with race, continues to inform 
American society today. Though the American zoo renewal movement of the 1960s and 70s no 
longer explicitly incorporated notions of race and identity through the use of human subjects, 
Uddin notes that these modern reforms more often than not “linked their animals to nonwhite 
people who fell well below the ideal, imbuing nonhuman creatures with objectionable traits, 
forms of behavior, and living conditions associated with racial and ethnic minorities.”195 In 
Germany, the presence of Völkerschauen eventually faded under Nazi rule due to concerns of 
“comingling” between Germans and African ethnological subjects. The history of these curated 
exhibitions represents one particular instance of shared German and American attempts to 
dehumanize people of African origins. From this, a persistent theme would emerge in German 
and American society: the exploitation of Blackness as an entertainment form and Black 
individuals as performers.  
 Beyond zoos and fairs, a prominent historical example of anti-Black racism within the 
American entertainment industry is the phenomenon of minstrel shows and the related use of 
“blackface” as a costume. Blackface, or the act of painting the skin of non-Black performers 
black to amuse audiences with exaggerated racial caricatures and stereotypes, emerged as a 
popular entertainment form in nineteenth century America. In his book Love and Theft, Eric Lott 
details the rise of blackface minstrelsy and explores its social functions. More than a source of 
entertainment and revenue, Lott contends that blackface was rooted in a fascination with Black 
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bodies and culture and motivated by white American’s desire for racial demarcation. While 
blackface was “the first formal acknowledgement by whites of black culture,” it worked just as 
much to disseminate anti-Black racist stereotypes as it did to reassure white people of their racial 
superiority.196 On this note, Lott notes the nefarious nature of blackface:  
Minstrelsy brought to public form racialized elements of thought and feeling, tone 
and impulse, residing at the very edge of semantic availability, which Americans 
only dimly realized they felt, let alone understood.197    
 
While blackface acted as an entertainment form, allowing white people to “try on” a different 
race, it also functioned on a more insidious level as a channel through which to enforce racial 
hierarchies. Characters in blackface were most often depicted as “slaves, servants, entertainers 
and humorous characters related to animals,” suggesting Blackness as simultaneously “exotic” 
and inferior.198 Though only a “performance” of race—one whose basis was the traversing of 
racial boundaries—blackface minstrelsy ironically reinforced race as an immutable marker of 
identity upon which white society could capitalize. 
There is a lack of research on the presence and reception of minstrel shows and blackface 
in Germany. In Jonathan Wipplinger’s pioneering article “The Racial Ruse,” however, he details 
the history of African American performers in 19th century Germany and the use of blackface in 
Germany, asserting such a presence played a crucial role in constructing German views of 
American culture and, more broadly, modern mass culture. Therefore, what began as a “curious 
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reaction to a strange American import,” ultimately forced “a reevaluation and reinterpretation of 
the very notion of what it meant to be German in modernity.”199  
 African Americans entertainers first began travelling to Germany after 1870, and by 1896 
there were more than 100 Black performers in Germany. African, African American, and white 
American performers increasingly came to occupy Germany’s urban entertainment scene in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century, informing public understandings of Blackness.200 The 
German entertainment industry received an introduction to blackface in the 1890s, which was 
initially met with resistance by German audiences who conceived of it as a “racial ruse,” or a 
“joke of identities in flux.”201  In other words, it appeared unsettling to German audiences that 
racial boundaries could be traversed so easily through the use of blackface, which had the ability 
to depict a white performer as Black or an American as African. The deception involved in 
blackface thus suggested the coexistence of Blackness and whiteness. Therefore, in 
acknowledging the increasing contact between white Germans and people of African descent, 
blackface disturbed—and that is to say, threatened—racial and national identities.202  
Though met with initial discomfort, Germans were afforded a sense of agency—a way to 
cope with a changing social fabric—upon engaging with Blackness as an entertainment form. Or, 
as Wipplinger puts it: “African American, black, and blackface performers became a means of 
negotiating the culture of modernity in a society appearing to have lost control, of itself and of 
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the other.”203 In the post-war world, Germans experienced an increasing loss of control: over 
their colonies and race relations, in regard to their place in the emerging capitalist economy, and 
within the modern cultural landscape more broadly. Blackface, in bringing anti-Black racist 
caricatures to life in front of an audience as a form of mockery, allowed Germans a sense of 
control. As such, Lott’s argument that blackface minstrelsy in America was “less a sign of 
absolute white power and control than of panic, anxiety, terror, and pleasure”204 and Archer-
Straw’s analogous assertion that blackface performance acted as a “foil through which white 
America could act out and laugh at its own anxieties about living up to the high expectations that 
its ‘new-world’ democracy and civilization promised”205 are likewise applicable to German 
minstrel performances. In manufacturing Blackness as a performance—a source of comedy and 
commodity—white Americans and Germans signified racial dominance within their changing 
societies. American and German engagement with blackface minstrelsy thus can be understood 
as a twofold attempt to mitigate anxieties and titillate curiosities surrounding race relations.   
 While African Americans first began performing in Germany following the Civil War, 
this trend continued with the onset of jazz. Beginning in the 1920s, German musical culture 
experienced the introduction of jazz. This music genre quickly enthralled the young adult 
population within Germany, and the country even welcomed African American jazz artists to 
perform for German audiences. While many white Germans held favorable opinions of jazz and 
even engaged in the popular music form, it was nonetheless coded as a Black art form. White 
German consumers, many of whom had never associated with African Americans, experienced 
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their first encounters with African Americans musicians visiting Germany. As such, Layne notes 
that “black popular culture came packaged as Negro spirituals and jazz tunes.”206 Along this line, 
what Germany was inheriting through jazz was not only a new musical genre, but an 
accompanying set of anti-Black racist stereotypes from America, specifically those reinforcing 
the image of Blackness as uncontrolled, instinctive, and primitive.  
 In Wipplinger’s words, “…‘Black’ phenomena like jazz are often structured via white 
America’s image of African Americans.”207 As such, Germans adopted American social views of 
African American culture that had been projected onto jazz. Germans believed African American 
jazz creators hailed from a “primitive” culture, and consumers thus cited jazz as a music form 
“closer to nature.”208 It is my understanding that jazz, in its “anything goes” style and decadent 
sequences, was seen as the cultural embodiment of Blackness. In other words, it was appropriate 
that jazz, which lacked order and was played without inhibitions, belonged to the Black man, an 
individual seen as driven by desire and unable to control his impulses. Therefore, the German 
fascination with jazz became another avenue through which to reinforce racial differences and 
the stereotypes associated with Blackness. While white Germans could consume jazz, it was 
certainly not associated with a civilized taste or cultural refinement. And later, of course, 
National Socialism would condemn jazz as “degenerate,” disseminating propaganda which quite 
literally equated jazz musicians with African primates.  
 Just as Wipplinger writes that “The simultaneity of the German grab for Africa and the 
‘invasion’ of African American and blackface performers after 1870, created a unique situation 
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in which significant spillage could (and did) occur between the discourse of Africa and blackness 
and that of America and African Americans,”209 I have shown the various ways in which white 
Germans borrowed elements from American society to construct Blackness as a spectacle and a 
source of entertainment. Growing representations of Blackness and Black culture in the realm of 
entertainment acted not to normalize the Black experience, nor to provide a space for Black 
communities to inhabit. Rather, American and German society alike weaponized entertainment 
as a channel through which to manipulate popular understandings of race and racial difference 
and reassert racial hierarchies. Beyond the examples I present, books, advertisements, and films 
were additional sources of media which worked to equate Blackness with disorder, uncontrolled 
desire, and inferiority. Though the propagandistic undertones may be all too obvious to the 
contemporary consumer, American and German society manipulated popular entertainment to 
insidiously present the Black individual as subhuman.  
 
An American Inspiration: the Nazi Eugenics Program 
 The possibility that the United States served as a model for Hitler’s mass euthanasia 
program seems implausible and unfathomable to many. Was the United States not an ardent 
force in combating the Nazi party and its fascist agenda, not to mention a beacon of liberty and 
democracy? Despite their own country’s extensive history of racism and segregation, Americans 
contend that the United States had no direct role in influencing the murderous Nazi campaign. 
However, while the exact relationship between Nazi policy and American racism remains 
unclear, a relationship of sorts did exist. The fact that the NSDAP looked to its transatlantic 
neighbors in America to establish its own racist agenda must not be suppressed. James Q. 
 







Whitman, author of Hitler’s American Model: The United States and the Making of Nazi Race 
Law, contends that Hitler and his allies did in fact have a sustained interest in American systems 
of race and racism beginning in the late 1920s. And while they did not favor the democratic 
institutions of the American government, they saw much to emulate in America’s racist 
legislation.210 
 In the early years of Nazi rule, the NSDAP did not regard the United States with 
contempt, neither as ideological opponents nor political adversaries. In fact, Adolf Hitler praised 
the United States in their progress toward creating a “healthy” racial order in his manifesto Mein 
Kampf. Hitler not only elevated American philosophical arguments concerning white supremacy, 
he praised the country’s actions. Accompanying Hitler’s expansionist efforts into Eastern Europe 
(driven in pursuit of Lebensraum) were tributes to the American notion of “Manifest Destiny” 
and the ensuing annihilation of Native Americans. Nazi supporters recognized a “shared 
commitment to white supremacy” and appeared “hopeful that they could ‘reach out the hand of 
friendship’” to their American neighbors.211  
 The United States assumed global leadership in the field of eugenics during the interwar 
period. Once established, the NSDAP increasingly turned to America, eager for any “lessons the 
global powerhouse might have to teach.”212 Throughout the 1930s then, German and American 
eugenicists established a rapport. And this relationship was by no means impersonal, nor inspired 
merely on the basis of their shared ideologies. Randall Hansen and Desmond King note, 
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“American and German eugenicists were members of the same academic associations, attended 
the same conferences, exchanged congratulatory correspondence on legal and other 
accomplishments…”213 In other words, a tangible relationship of mutual admiration existed 
among German and American eugenicists. This is acutely evidenced by the conferral of a 
University of Heidelberg honorary degree in 1936 to American eugenicist Harry H. Laughlin, as 
well as Eugene Fischer’s (then president of the International Congress for Population Science) 
invitation in 1935 for American eugenicist Raymond Pearl to serve as Vice President.214 
Likewise, a staffer within the Eugenics Record Office lobbied for the organization to provide an 
honorary membership to Hitler himself. Furthermore, founder of the Sterilization League of New 
Jersey and ardent supporter of coerced sterilization in the United States Marian Olden received 
the Oberländer Fellowship to visit Germany. Backed by the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute and Interior 
Ministry of the Foreign Office, she received a permit to interview officials and visit any 
institution to enhance her study on German eugenics policy. She was welcomed with open arms 
upon arrival in 1938.215 When the notorious German eugenicists Erwin Baur, Eugene Fischer, 
and Fritz Lenz released Human Hereditary, the first part of a two-volume series, they received 
complimentary recognition from their American eugenicist comrades.216 Perhaps there was even 
a slight air of competition among the two countries, as signaled by Virginia eugenics leader Dr. 
Joseph S. DeJarnette’s declaration: “The Germans are beating us at our own game.”217 Together, 
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then, the United States and Germany became two prominent figures at the forefront of the global 
Eugenics Movement.  
The relationship between German and American eugenics leaders translated into the 
realm of policy and procedures. When crafting the Nuremburg Race Laws which would be 
passed in 1935, NSDAP officials relied heavily on racist policies in the United States, notably 
those banning miscegenation, restricting the voting rights of African Americans, and limiting 
immigration and citizenship.218 Indeed, authors combated international criticism by drawing on 
the American example: “the thirty years of states forbidding intermarriage between whites and 
‘Negroes’ and the general institution of segregation in the Southern United States.”219 Similarly, 
California and Virginia’s sterilization laws are commonly cited as antecedents to the Nazi 
sterilization law, formally titled the Law for the Prevention of Genetically Defective Progeny.   
California endorsed sterilization on the basis that it could better public health, prevent 
state resources from being drained, and reduce the impact of the “unfit” and “feebleminded.”220 
The familiarity of this language is not a coincidence. The similarities in language deployed in the 
Nationalist Socialist justifications for sterilization and the California sterilization law are 
uncanny. The 1917 revision of California’s sterilization law afforded responsibility to any 
authorized medical attendings to perform an “asexualization” procedure on any patient  “afflicted 
with mental disease which may have been inherited and is likely to be transmitted to 
descendants, the various grades of feeblemindedness, those suffering from perversion or marked 
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departure from normal mentality or from disease of a syphilitic nature.”221 The Nazi sterilization 
law of 1933 stated: “Anyone suffering from a hereditary disease can be sterilized by a surgical 
operation if, according to the experience of medical science, there is a high probability that his 
offspring will suffer from serious physical or mental defects of a hereditary nature.”222 In both 
laws, ultimate authority rests in the hands of experienced medical personnel, and the procedures 
are enacted under the notion of medical science. Though American support of German eugenics 
began to diminish once the scope of the Nazi atrocities became clear, American sterilization and 
miscegenation policies persisted for many decades.  
 What do the parallels in American and German language, ideologies, and policies 
surrounding eugenics represent? I argue, Germany followed American cues to ground racism in 
purported medical differences. By manufacturing a scientific language and set of policies based 
in medicine, America and Germany justified the gross dehumanization of individuals, 
specifically those of African descent. Of course, issues of race and humanism were not wholly 
new topics of discussion in Germany. Historically, German thinkers had been at the forefront of 
philosophical discussions regarding race and social organization. Therefore, I argue that while 
German thinkers had long dispersed ideologies of race, a shift occurred which motivated 
Germans to bolster arguments of racial difference not only upon philosophical grounds, but to 
expand support for these arguments to the scientific realm. This movement to medicalize racial 
difference was in keeping with the global shift away from intellectualism and toward 
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industrialization, and America was a leader in the world of industry and innovation, a status 
which impressed Hitler.223 While this is not to say that Nazism altogether abandoned German 
philosophical approaches, adopting a scientific rhetoric provided another layer of immunity to 
critiques. By choosing to weaponize scientific language and medical approaches to race, Nazi 
Germany diverged from their more traditional humanist approaches grounded in philosophy.   
To me, the debate lies not in whether Nazism drew from American race legislation. 
Rather, the question becomes: what do we do with this information? Should the United States be 
held accountable? Clearly, to acknowledge that Nazi Germany deployed American race models 
is not to suggest that the United States knowingly participated in the genocide carried out by the 
fascist regime. While the NSDAP sought to emulate the American government, scholars often 
cite a crucial divergence between the two agendas: 360,000 individuals were sterilized under the 
Third Reich’s Euthanasia program, a number exponentially greater than the 60,000 sterilizations 
that occurred in the United States over the course of six decades. But if we look beyond sheer 
numbers, perhaps it is significant that eugenics practices persisted in the United States long after 
the Nazis were admonished, with compulsory sterilizations being carried out up until the early 
1970s.224 However, it is my belief that it is dangerous and irresponsible to compare the extent of 
such inhumane movements with the end goal of establishing one as more extreme. More 
valuable than a comparison of their parallel atrocities is how these histories of anti-Black racism 
inform German and American views of themselves and the other. In other words, how does each 
country regard its legacy of anti-Black racism relative to other? 
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German and American Legacies of Anti-Black Racism 
As I have argued, American and German race politics must be understood as intertwined. 
The historical relationship between the United States and Germany is complex, muddled on 
many levels by each country’s distinct racial entanglements with colonialism, slavery, and 
cultural appropriation. But they are nonetheless bound together in dialogue, discourse, policy, 
and legislation.  
Perhaps what is most peculiar is the way by which both Germany and America practiced 
extreme acts of anti-Black racism, though under disparate forms of governance. Throughout the 
twentieth century, the United States presented itself as a global leader in the promotion of 
democratic values, and thus condemned Germany for its antiquated treatment of Black Germans. 
However, anti-Black racism had been instilled in all American institutions since the country’s 
conception. In fact, the Nazi party is known to have cited the mistreatment of African Americans 
in the United States, specifically the terror of lynch mobs, in defense of their own acts: “When 
the United States would object to Germany’s treatment of the Jews, Nazis would answer 
American criticisms by calling attention to United States anti-black racism.”225 Despite their 
similar histories of racism, each ardently regards the other’s racist history as more deplorable.  
 It is also useful to consider how German and American attitudes towards reparations 
compare. One could argue that Germany has addressed its legacy of fascism, nationalism, and 
racism, confronting the shameful past in a thoughtful and restorative manner, something the 
United States has not done to the same extent.226 However, the history of anti-Black racism in 
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Germany is one that is largely understudied and actively understated. Despite the German 
adoption of blackface, there exists no such word in the German language.227 And the Nazi 
sterilization of occupation children is often altogether omitted from the list of Holocaust 
atrocities. While the history of anti-Black racism is perhaps better known in the United States, 
many remnants of the institution of slavery, such as convict leasing, are blatantly reincarnated in 
the mass incarceration of Black men. And the widespread dismissal of Black men and women 
from healthcare has become all too clear under the current COVID-19 pandemic, evidence that 
the history of exploitation and devaluation of Black bodies by American medicine is certainly 
not in the past.  
 Although examining the ways in which America and Germany engaged in collaborative 
forms of anti-Black racism will not undo or rid these countries of institutional racism, it can 
provide insight into the ways Western forces rely on one another to enforce and uphold a 
hierarchy of race, civilization, and worth.  
 








In Susan Neiman’s recent publication Learning from the Germans: Race and the Memory 
of Evil, she explores the German path to acknowledgment following the Holocaust alongside 
America’s coming to terms with its racism. How, she asks, did the German people work to 
recognize and admit to their country’s catastrophic sequence of events? And what can explain 
the divergent methods of reconciliation taken (or not taken) in the United States to address 
slavery? A common rhetoric deployed within America may acknowledge slavery as wrong, 
while ultimately dismissing it as an “economic issue” and therefore incomparable to the 
NSDAP’s mass execution of millions.228 Neiman warns against comparisons, however, writing: 
“Evil isn’t a matter of competition, though it is often treated as one.”229 Instead, both events must 
be acknowledged as atrocities. Along these lines, I have worked to uncover and elaborate upon 
the parallels between German and American forms of anti-Black racism through my research. 
But the question does not become one of blame. Rather, taking my cue from Neiman, I end by 
asking: Now what? What do we do the information I have presented? 
 I write and research this thesis in the wake of George Floyd’s murder. On May 25, 2020 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Floyd was arrested and pinned by white police officer Derek 
Chauvin as his fellow officers looked on. For more than nine minutes, Chauvin knelt on Floyd’s 
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neck as he begged for his life with what little air he could spare.230 Though the officers sought to 
disguise their crimes as righteous acts of law enforcement, order, and public safety, the public 
saw Floyd’s death for what it was: a modern-day lynching. Protestors crowded the streets the 
following day. Sites of objection and distress quickly expanded beyond the initial focal point of 
Minneapolis, with protests appearing across the Atlantic. Notably, Berlin erupted in response to 
Floyd’s murder with an estimated 15,000 people organizing in Alexanderplatz square the 
following Saturday.231 Murals of Floyd adorned sections of the Berlin Wall and makeshift signs 
reading “George-Floyd Straße” replaced street names bearing racist origins.232 
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 I mention the untimely death of George Floyd and the international wave of 
discontentment across metropolitan areas in hopes of situating my research in the present. We 
are witnessing the ways in which our societies’ conceptions of race and racism continue to be 
entangled. And while I have shown that these ties existed previously, there has been failure to 
connect the two. German protests surrounding George Floyd are evidence of the dialogue taking 
place across the Atlantic, a hopeful example of Germany and America’s united efforts to address 
institutional racism. On a bleaker level, however, I contend that these protests exposed a degree 
of ignorance within the German community regarding their own anti-Black racism. German anti-
Black racism neither began nor ended with the rise and fall of the Third Reich. Upon 
broadcasting Floyd’s tragic death as the embodiment of American racism, the German public 
come to recognize similar instances of discrimination against people of color within their own 
borders. To a more optimistic viewer, the international reverberations may be a promising 
example of the introspection that can occur on a national level when countries are in dialogue. In 
light of George Floyd’s persecution, Germans may come to understand and recognize anti-Black 
racism within their own borders.  
Throughout this thesis, the emphasis has been on the transatlantic conversation regarding 
collaborative racism. Now, I argue this conversation must be one of collaborative restoration. 
This can only begin once there is a thorough understanding of Germany and America’s relative 
histories of racism. To many, American democracy is the antithesis of Nazism. We must not 
entertain this imprudent view for fear of the consequences. Is the United States immune to 










by a thin veneer of authoritarianism. When we view the persecution of the Black community in 
America as inherently different from that in Germany, we dismiss the possibility that our 
American institutions may not be exempt from fascist ideology.  
Lastly, while it is important to recognize their similarities, it is also of vital important to 
recognize that German and American pasts abound with nuances. Therefore, each country’s 
history with racism ultimately must be considered distinct, despite the parallels. To borrow 
Neiman’s words, “However similar national crimes may be, they are also relentlessly particular, 
and any attempt at reparation must be particular too.”233 In summary, as I have shown through 
my careful dissection of the entanglements between German and American histories, 
transatlantic dialogues have the ability to amplify racism, and I am hopeful that there is likewise 
the possibility for these conversations to inspire recognition of such oppression and thus have the 
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